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History of Oklahoma State University

In the latter half of the 1800s, Vermont congressman Justin Smith Morrill saw a need for a new model for higher education. President Abraham Lincoln agreed, signing the Land-Grant College Act of 1862 or the “Morrill Act,” establishing land-grant universities. These institutions ushered in an era of higher education aimed at lifting an entirely new class of citizens toward the American Dream.

From this foundation, the story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Gov. George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on Dec. 14, 1891, even though there weren’t any buildings, books or curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

OSU grew rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by an enrollment surge and the “Veteran’s Village” on the northwest edge of campus. The mid-1940s were a golden era for athletics at OAMC. Coaches and players from that era are sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

By the 1950s, the college had grown substantially. In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU built academic programs to match its new status. OSU eventually became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988 to create the OSU Center for Health Sciences, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999. In 2023, OSU saw 21,219 undergraduate students enrolled for the fall semester, a record-setting first-time freshman class (4,686 students) and highest ever enrollment on the Stillwater campus (25,174). With total OSU System enrollment eclipsing 34,000 students, OSU remains the largest university system in the state.

Visitors to the campus often marvel at its beauty and architecture. Much of the credit goes to legendary president Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-51. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. During his tenure, OSU President Burns Hargis guided unprecedented construction that made OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. In October 2019, OSU opened The McKnight Center for the Performing Arts with a performance from the New York Philharmonic. The Greenwood School of Music connects to the McKnight Center and opened in fall 2021. Construction is underway on New Frontiers Agricultural Hall, a new teaching, research and Extension facility for OSU Agriculture.

OSU alumna Kayse Shrum was named the 19th president of Oklahoma State University and took over the role on July 1, 2021. She previously served as president and dean of OSU-CHS. Dr. Shrum is the first woman to lead the university, and since she has taken office, Shrum has led university-level institutes that are interdisciplinary, integrated and agile including the Hamm Institute for American Energy at OSU; the Oklahoma Aerospace Institute for Research and Education; the Counter-UAS Center for Excellence—a partnership aimed at strengthening national defense; and the Human Performance and Nutrition Research Institute. She also launched a far-reaching and deliberate plan for the future of OSU. The strategy was revealed in October 2022, with a goal for OSU to be the preeminent land-grant university. It includes measurable and audacious goals, designed to meet the needs of students, parents and Oklahoma’s workforce.

In 2023, The Innovation Foundation at Oklahoma State University was created, focusing on advancing and maximizing new discoveries, commercialization, technology transfers and partnerships to fuel OSU’s land-grant mission to serve all of Oklahoma and beyond. The foundation released a vision plan for a 678-acre collaborative research park in southwest Stillwater, that will be adjacent to the OSU Student Farm, a 2023 initiative that allows students to gain hands-on expertise in land cultivation, crop growth and innovative approaches to overcoming challenges in produce distribution. In its inaugural year, the OSU Student Farm produced more than 54,000 pounds of fruits and vegetables for Oklahomans facing food insecurity.

Today, OSU has 35,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its Extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. Rooted in our land-grant tradition and united by the Cowboy Code, OSU’s teaching, research, Extension and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
One Hundred Forty-Eighth
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Stillwater, Oklahoma
Class of 2024,

Well done!

You have made it to graduation day! Your journey at Oklahoma State University has been fueled by a relentless drive and determination, and the entire Cowboy family celebrates you and your success.

The class of 2024 graduates in The Year of the Cowboy at OSU. Throughout your time here, you demonstrated the spirit and resilience of the original Pistol Pete, Frank Eaton, and now join more than 230,000 alumni who honor his legacy every day.

You are connected to those who have gone before you through a shared history, experience and a mission to make a positive difference in the world and turn every obstacle into an opportunity. Your experiences at OSU have shaped you into a problem-solver ready to turn your knowledge into action.

As you begin your journey beyond our great university, always be guided by the Cowboy Code. It will help you achieve great things, and you will never be afraid of a challenge. And always remember to dream big. If your dreams don’t scare you just a little, then you’re not dreaming big enough.

I am honored to recognize you and your accomplishments at our Commencement ceremonies.

Congratulations, and Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

Dr. Kayse Shrum
President, Oklahoma State University
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To the Class of 2024,

On behalf of the Oklahoma State University Alumni Association and OSU graduates around the globe, I would like to welcome you to the alumni family!

Earning your degree from OSU is a tremendous accomplishment. As the Cowboy Code says, we finish what we start. You have persevered and proven that being a Cowboy isn’t in our clothes; it’s in our character.

It’s important to remember your time as a Cowboy is really just beginning, and that’s why the Alumni Association is here. I encourage you to connect with us before leaving campus by downloading the Orange Connection app and reviewing the section for new graduates. Within the app, you can also learn about the best way to remain connected to your alma mater – membership in the Alumni Association.

We help new graduates secure employment, connect them with chapters of alumni throughout the nation and keep them informed on what’s happening back at OSU in Stillwater. We also have virtual programming for alumni and fans, and we hope you’ll take advantage of all of these great benefits wherever your journey takes you.

Congratulations again on this tremendous accomplishment. We look forward to serving you for many years to come.

Go Pokes!

Dr. Ann Caine, ’98 – Life Member Plus President, OSU Alumni Association
Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University  
Words by Robert McCulloh, ‘49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;  
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.  
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,  
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

• • • • • •

Oklahoma  
Written by Oscar Hammerstein II  
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,  
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet  
When the wind comes right behind the rain.  
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I  
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky  
We know we belong to the land  
And the land we belong to is grand!  
And when we say -Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!  
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!  
Oklahoma - O.K.
Friday, May 10, 2024

GRADUATE CEREMON Y

Presiding
Jean Van Delinder, Oklahoma State University Interim Graduate College Dean

Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” .................................................. Elgar

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ....................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests
Jean Van Delinder, Interim Graduate College Dean

Remarks
Veronique Lacombe, Graduate Council Vice Chair and Professor of Physiological Sciences

Conferral of Degrees
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Honorary Commencement Marshal Recognition

Recognition of Degree Candidates
Kevin Voss, Professor of Marketing and International Business (west podium)
Nathan Horton, Visiting Assistant Professor of English (east podium)

Closing Remarks
Jean Van Delinder, Interim Graduate College Dean
Kayse Shrum, President

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” .................................................................................... McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Sign Language Interpreter
Interpreters Provided by Student Accessibility Services

Musicians
Cassie Andel, Soloist
Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
Audrey Caughlin, Vocalist
Alicen Criner, Vocalist
Brennan Lacy, Vocalist

Henry Marshall, Vocalist
Kody Pisney, Vocalist
Casey Shapiro, Vocalist
Ethan Turner, Vocalist
Vanessa Washburn, Vocalist
Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshals

The Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshal recognition is the highest honor bestowed on Doctoral and Master’s degree graduates at commencement. Marshals have demonstrated scholarly achievement, as evidenced by academic performance and discipline-appropriate scholarly contributions that capture the essence of our land-grant mission. We congratulate the following students on this outstanding achievement.

Owen Milan Edwards
Master of Science in Integrative Biology
Research Mentor: Dr. Bo Zhang
College of Arts and Sciences

Gabrielle Elizabeth Jones
Master of Science in Entomology and Plant Pathology
Research Mentors: Dr. W. Wyatt Hoback and Dr. James M. Long
Ferguson College of Agriculture

Kirstin Michelle Sylvester
Doctor of Philosophy in Counseling Psychology
Research Mentors: Dr. Sue C. Jacobs
College of Education and Human Sciences

Zhidong Su
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
Research Mentor: Dr. Weihua Sheng
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology

Honorable Mention

Joshua Thomas Campbell
Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural Education
Ferguson College of Agriculture

Teri Emill Cocke
Doctor of Philosophy in Integrative Biology
College of Arts and Sciences

Dabira Ogunbiyi
Master of Science in Biosystems Engineering
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology

Grace Kinsale Williams
Master of Science in Plant and Soil Sciences
Ferguson College of Agriculture
Saturday, May 11, 2024

Undergraduate Ceremonies

Presiding
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Platform Party Processional
Oklahoma State University Pipes & Drums Band
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ................................................................. Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests
Kayse Shrum, President

Greetings from the Board of Regents
Joe D. Hall, Chair

Greetings from the Faculty Council
Brandt Gardner
Chair of the General Faculty
Associate Professor, Human Development & Family Science

Greetings from the Student Government Association
Ashley Peterson, President

Commencement Speaker
United States Representative Stephanie Bice

Special Recognition

Conferral of Degrees
First Ceremony
Ferguson College of Agriculture
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology

Second Ceremony
Spears School of Business

Third Ceremony
College of Professional Studies
College of Education and Human Sciences

Fourth Ceremony
College of Arts and Sciences
SATURDAY, MAY 11, 2024 (CONTINUED)

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ................................................. McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Recessional - Platform Party

Recessional - Students

Sign Language Interpreter
Interpreters Provided by Student Accessibility Services

Musicians
Cassie Andel, Soloist
Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
Audrey Caughlin, Vocalist
Alicen Criner, Vocalist
Brennan Lacy, Vocalist
Henry Marshall, Vocalist
Kody Pisney, Vocalist
Casey Shapiro, Vocalist
Ethan Turner, Vocalist
Vanessa Washburn, Vocalist
The following outstanding undergraduate students have been chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon and serve as representatives of the graduates during the undergraduate commencement ceremony. These students are uniquely recognized with an honorary orange cap and gown.

**College of Arts and Sciences**

**Julia Katherine Murphy**  
Bachelor of Arts,  
History  
Wichita, Kansas

**College of Education and Human Sciences**

**Carolyn Ann York**  
Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences,  
Design, Housing and Merchandising  
Muskogee, Oklahoma

**College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology**

**Carson Joseph Sager**  
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering  
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering  
Wichita Falls, Texas

**College of Professional Studies**

**Brandon Dale McGill**  
Bachelor of Professional Studies,  
Public Safety  
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma

**Ferguson College of Agriculture**

**Erin Lynae Slagell**  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,  
Food Science  
Hydro, Oklahoma

**Spears School of Business**

**Evelyn Grace Larson**  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration,  
Marketing  
Ponca City, Oklahoma
The following Spring 2024 candidates won a prestigious national scholarship during their OSU undergraduate studies:

**Georgia Frances Eastham**  
*Goldwater Scholar*  
*National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program Honorable Mention*  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry  
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry  
Ferguson College of Agriculture  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Plant and Soil Sciences  
Davis, California

**Kaitlyn Ailise Pinkerton**  
*Udall Scholar*  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Political Science  
Pryor, Oklahoma

**Charlie Ann Vermeire**  
*Goldwater Scholar*  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry  
Bachelor of Science, Microbiology/Cell & Molecular Biology  
Miles City, Montana

**Honorable Mention**

**Caleb Aaron Garcia**  
*Udall Scholar Honorable Mention*  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Economics  
Seneca, Missouri

**Meg McKenzie Jackson**  
*Truman Scholarship Finalist*  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science  
Edmond, Oklahoma
Honors College Degree Candidates

The following students are spring degree candidates for the Honors College Degree. This degree requires a minimum of 36 honors credit hours, completion of the General Honors Award and the Departmental or College Honors Award, and earning OSU and cumulative grade-point averages of at least 3.50 at the time of degree completion.

College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts
Chandler Renee Dean • English
Jillian Hope Eckert • English
Julia Katherine Murphy • History
Meg McKenzie Jackson • Political Science
Makinley Anne Kennedy • Strategic Communication
Kathleen Elizabeth Nelson • Psychology
Seth Kaleb Young • Political Science

Bachelor of Science
Kaitlin Elizabeth Ashcraft • Chemistry
Collin Charles Bazzell • Mathematics
Jensen Bailey Bridges • Mathematics
Colton Lee DeKinder • Psychology
Georgia Frances Eastham • Biochemistry
Alyssa Marie Gilliland • Biology
Halle Lane Hammons • Biology
Joshua Shammah Hottel • Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
Molly Dianne Humes • Psychology
Elena Julia Maria Lawson • Zoology
Samuel Zam Sian Piang Lian • Psychology
Broiana Marie Maguire • Physiology
Mason Danielle Miller • Zoology
Laney Sueko Sims • Psychology
Marleigh Kay Smith • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Moriah Jaye Thompson • Biochemistry
Charlie Ann Vermeire • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Jesse Coy Wallace • Mathematics
Nathaniel Thomas Ward • Mathematics
Paeton Nicole Watkins • Psychology
Cooper Scott Williams • Biology
Rebecca Emma Wilson • Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology

College of Education and Human Sciences

Bachelor of Science
Tara Elizabeth Bartley • Applied Exercise Science
Elsa Brylin Berry • Secondary Education
Emma Caitlyn Dunnigan • Aerospace Administration and Operations

Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
Taylor G'Ann Allen • Nutritional Sciences
Bailee Jo Arthur • Nutritional Sciences
Nishi N. Gandhi • Nutritional Sciences
Serena M. Gray • Human Development and Family Science
Macy Kay Jones • Nutritional Sciences  
Kaitlin Noel Koons • Nutritional Sciences  
Anna Elizabeth Sampson • Nutritional Sciences

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Molly Lenore Hoback  
Christian Azad Rosas-Hamilton  
Logan C. Stites  
Carson D. Voelker

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Ethan Landry Biedenstein

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Taylor Nicole Foster  
Nathan Lee Franklin  
Kole James Frederick  
Dylan Reid Nanney

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
David Michael D’Arcy

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Madison Grace Eulberg  
Kaylee Ann Rolph  
Ethan Kevin Shupe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
Bella Grace Baker  
Ethan Heinrich Inman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Joshua Powell Davies  
Luke Russell Hilton  
James Earl Hinds  
Craig William Mullarkey  
Colby Franklin Thompson  
Ashley C. Welch

FERGUSON COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Trinity Grace Austin • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Kathryn Lee Buckmaster • Animal Science  
Elizabeth Karen Carlson • Entomology  
Georgia Frances Eastham • Plant and Soil Sciences  
Faith Emily Howe • Animal Science  
Molly Elizabeth Moody • Agribusiness  
Morgan Elizabeth Patterson • Animal Science  
Jentri E. Rayburn • Agribusiness  
Tate A. Robertson • Agribusiness  
Ethan Christopher Shaw • Entomology  
Maicel Elise Sims • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Scotland Helen Grace Souders • Environmental Science
Sydney Nicole Speer • Animal Science

SPEAR S SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Sarah Jean Blumer • Accounting
Leah Grace Bwolf • Marketing
Faith Earlene Ferrell • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kaitlyn Marie Fitzgerald • Marketing
Corinne Malena Kissel • Management
Mia Grace Miller • Accounting
Emily Jane Browning Rice • Accounting
Nathan Andrew Thompson • Accounting
Katie Lauren Tidwell • International Business
Trey David Woods • General Business
2023-2024 OUTSTANDING SENIORS

The OSU Alumni Association and Oklahoma State University recognizes outstanding seniors annually. The Outstanding Senior Award recognizes students who have excelled in scholarship, leadership and service to campus and community and have brought distinction to Oklahoma State University.

Ryan Christopher Austin
College of Education and Human Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Aerospace Administration and Operations
Wichita, Kansas

Grace Kathryn Memory Bledsoe
College of Education and Human Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Applied Exercise Science
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Sarah Jean Blumer
Spears School of Business
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Accounting
Monticello, Wisconsin

Lily Irene Chavez
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts, Global Studies
Weatherford, Texas

Carldon Christ Macaspac Deniega
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Biology
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Georgia Frances Eastham
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry
Ferguson College of Agriculture
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Plant and Soil Sciences
Davis, California

Mackenzie Lee Frech
College of Education and Human Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Secondary Education
Lahoma, Oklahoma

Dana Mollie Friend
College of Education and Human Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Aerospace Administration and Operations
Lewisville, Texas

Holden Fisher Husbands
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Biology
Edmond, Oklahoma

Meg McKenzie Jackson
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science
Edmond, Oklahoma

Corinne Malena Kessel
Spears School of Business
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Management
Northville, Michigan

Mariah Andie Martin
College of Education and Human Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Human Development and Family Science
Loco, Oklahoma
Austin Layne McKay  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Accounting  
Arlington, Texas

Kaitlyn Alise Pinkerton  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Political Science  
Pryor, Oklahoma

Stephen Travis Pulliam  
Ferguson College of Agriculture  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Canadian, Texas

Jessica Marie Rojas  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of University Studies  
Lawton, Oklahoma

Cameron Jamal Shropshire  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Accounting  
Norman, Oklahoma

Nadia Vannessa Valles  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science  
Hennessey, Oklahoma

Lanie Varner  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Entrepreneurship  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Marketing  
Ponca City, Oklahoma

Charlie Ann Vermeire  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry  
Bachelor of Science, Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology  
Miles City, Montana

Carson D. Voelker  
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology  
Bachelor of Architecture  
Perkins, Oklahoma
Stephanie Bice
United States Representative

Congresswoman Stephanie Bice is a fourth generation Oklahoman. She graduated from Oklahoma State University with a Bachelor of Science in Marketing. Bice worked in the private sector for more than 20 years focusing on sales, marketing and consulting services. She also started her own marketing firm and later led a boutique digital marketing agency as vice president of business development.

Bice began her public service career in 2014 where she was elected to the Oklahoma State Senate. During her tenure, she was the assistant majority floor leader and chair of the Senate Finance Committee. In 2020, she was elected to Congress to represent Oklahoma's Fifth Congressional District.

In her inaugural term, Rep. Bice was elected by her peers to serve as the Republican Freshman Class President, the first female member of Congress to ever hold that title. She currently serves as the Sophomore Class Representative to the Elected Leadership Committee and on the Appropriations Committee; the Science, Space, and Technology Committee along with the Committee on House Administration.

Bice and her husband, Geoffrey, have two daughters. One is a recent OSU alumna and another is an enrollee at OSU.
In Remembrance

Steven James Howell, Jr.
Spring 2024
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology
   Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
   Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Jackson Lane Williams
Fall 2023
Ferguson College of Agriculture
   Master of Science in Plant and Soil Sciences
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

GRADUATE COLLEGE
Jean Van Delinder, Interim Dean

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Ross Alan Ashcraft • School Administration
Brett Gene Chase • School Administration
Mindy Jo Kellogg-Englett • School Administration
Marty J. Markve • Applied Educational Studies
Sherry Lynne Walker • Applied Educational Studies
Martha Elizabeth Yates • School Administration

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Md Saiful Alam • Geology
Khaleed Ibrahim Alghamdi • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Habeeb-Allah Hashem Al-Mashala • Chemistry
Siyu An • Statistics
Vincent E. Baier • Educational Psychology
Margaret Danielle Bailey • Curriculum Studies
Matthew Temitope Bamidele • Materials Science and Engineering
Chamath Vindula Bandara Puspepitiya Basnayake Puspepitiyalage • Chemical Engineering
Samuel James Bass • Business Administration
Ashley Nicole Beeler • Agricultural Economics
Hannah Vaughn Bingham Brunner • English
Brandt Auston Brickell • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Odelia Sonia Caliz • Education
Joshua Thomas Campbell • Agricultural Education
Felipe G. Cevallos Navarrete • Plant Pathology
Bradley C. Chahoy • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Jennifer Nicole Chartney • Education
Déjà Nicole Clement • Psychology
Sean David Coolican • English
Jacob Edwin Crosby • Physics
Cameron Jacqueline Diaz • Counseling Psychology
Jennifer Lynn Dudak • Crop Science
Gina Ann Erato Garza • Psychology
Kayleigh Anne Esparza • Human Sciences
Angelique Fischer • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Jo Anne Flory • Curriculum Studies
Kwabena Fobi • Chemistry
Mitchell Paul Ford • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Amanda Marie Gaines • English
Jessica Lauren Gordon • Sociology
Kirby Atkinson Harzman • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Chellie Allison Hogan • Agricultural Economics
William C. James • Educational Psychology
Ali Jarekji • Civil Engineering
Ian Thomas Jones • Psychology
Caleb Michael Jordan • English
Tyler Bruhn Kane • Counseling Psychology
Joseph Patrick Kelley IV • Electrical Engineering
Nishan Khatri • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Salena Maria King Coughlan • Human Sciences
Danielle Renee Kirsch • Integrative Biology
Charles E. Knowlton • School Psychology
Katherine Rae Koch • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Kristen Nicole Kolleda • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Haden Patrick Kolmer • Petroleum Engineering
Hyjein Kwon • Business Administration
Daniel John Lawson • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Karen Rener Leonard • Education
Brittany Ann Lippy Fletcher • Animal Science
Emily Oreta Manuel • Agricultural Education
Jazmin Alee Markey • Animal Science
Robert Roy Martin • Business Administration
Sarah Baker McDowell • Education
Laureen A. Merrie • Psychology
Raisa Bebiana Theresa Monteiro • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Gaudencio Mucul • Education
Caroline Zawadi Muteti • Chemistry
Kaitlyn Marie Nagel • Psychology
Denise Marie Neal • Education
Elia Elizabeth Neria Pina • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Alex Alberto Olmos • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Furkan Oz • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Somisa Pan • Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
Jessie Elizabeth Payne • Food Science
Ann Marie Potter • English
Carrie Joy Pratt • Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
Jennifer Lee Pulliam • Education
Payam Rahmati • English
Kristopher Robert Lee Rankin III • Agricultural Education
Shawn Michael Reese • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Ruth Estella Reneau • Education
Kendrell M. Ringer • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Bradlee E. Ross • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Jessica Santiago • Counseling Psychology
Vanessa Claire D. Santos • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Timothy Daniel Schoch • Chemistry
Meghan Drew Sealey • Statistics
Jeevotham Senthil Kumar • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Raedan Lane Sharry • Soil Science
Christina Michelle Smith • Educational Psychology
Michaela Lynn Smith • Soil Science
Nathaniel Andrew Smith • Agricultural Education
Stephanie April Sontag • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Justin David Spears • Geology
Kiri Li Nan Stauch • Psychology
Joshua Ryan Stewart • Physics
Zhidong Su • Electrical Engineering
Mesfin Berhanu Taye • Electrical Engineering
Megolhubino Terhuja • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Eulalio Torres • Education
Zachary Ray Treadway • Crop Science
Melanie Anne Whitmore • Animal Science
Amber Nicole Wilkins • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Deborah Penelope Williams • Education
Tami Deloris Woods • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Basnewende Brice Fulgence Zoungrana • Geography

**Summer 2024 Candidates**

Faris Abdulmohsen Abanumay • Geology
Oluwafikayo Elizabeth Adewumi • Education
Damilola David Adeyemi • Statistics
Rukhsar Ahmed • Chemical Engineering
Otuje Blessing Amune • Geography
Arfan Arshad • Biosystems Engineering
Jorge Luis Arteaga Fonseca • Business Administration
Katrina Louise Betz • Chemistry
Haley Elizabeth Butler • Entomology
Saydee Beth Carl • Nutritional Sciences
Teri Emill Cocke • Integrative Biology
Stephanie Ann Davis Goad • Education
Angela Kristina Goff Riley • Integrative Biology
Travis Montrell Grigsby • Mathematics
Coleman James Hickman • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Muwanika Jdiobe • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Joshua Paul Johnsen • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Ryan W. Koch • Integrative Biology
Kyu Jeoung Lee • English
Jing Liu • Animal Science
Suman Maharjan • Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
David Cole Milton • Counseling Psychology
Cara Nneka Nwankwo • Psychology
Temitope Efemena Olabiyi • Curriculum Studies
Devanshi J. Patel • Psychology
Kristina Eileen Rogers • History
Audrey Jane Scaer • Counseling Psychology
Pratikshya Silwal • Agricultural Economics
Kirstin Michelle Sylvester • Counseling Psychology
Katherine Anna Traino • Psychology
Rachael Leigh Turner • Psychology
Richard Grant Walker • Civil Engineering
Melissa Lin Ward • Counseling Psychology
Savannah Jo Waters • History
Xue Yang • Civil Engineering
Sheldon Scott Yeakley • History
Sahel Zaboli • Business Administration

**Specialist in Education**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**

Shayleigh Brooke Allison • School Psychology
Jamie Michelle Burditt • School Psychology
Brett Gene Chase • Education
Mindy Jo Kellogg-Englett • Education
Stephanie Jacqueline Ghazal • Education
Keeliegh McCall Jumper • School Psychology
Tiffany D. Phillips • School Psychology

**Master of Agriculture**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**

Cheyenne J. Bartling • General Agriculture
Marissa Blankenburg • International Agriculture
Matthew Brewster • General Agriculture
Ronald Stewart Camarena • International Agriculture
Danny Ray Croft • General Agriculture
Madison Catherine Heilveil • General Agriculture
Amy Hiser • International Agriculture
Sophia Estelle Maino • General Agriculture
Emily Ann Norris • General Agriculture
Kayla Marie Van Ruler • General Agriculture

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Bree Ann Taylor • General Agriculture

MASTER OF ARTS

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Erik Jefferson Alvarado Quinteros • Philosophy
Breanna Angelica Beaty • English
Bernadette Rose Bray • English
Shishir Budha • Philosophy
Lisa Alexander Callicot • Social Foundations of Edu.
Katanna Elizabeth Davis • History
Daniel Robert Dobbs • English
Katherine Elizabeth Frye • Art History
Jackie David Green III • Philosophy
Karen Naadei Kotey • Political Science
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Long • English
Holly Anne Mayfield • English
Averee Lynn McNear • History
Vera Rachelle Pieri • Art History
Jackson Allen Seeberg • English
Hasan Habibur Rahman Sourav • Political Science
Jonathan D. Winegarten • Philosophy

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Autumn Breanna Bean • Art History

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Kyle Anthony Alvarez • Anna R. Hall
Kylie Brooke Austin • Cameron Noah Hebner
Kedrick David Baker • Joshua Alan Hendrix
Joel Thomas Biamont • Jonathan Max Henthorn
Sarah Christine Bishop • Micheal Lynn Hicks
Andrew Dave Bloemhof • Christopher Michael Hightower
Jacob Taylor Bookout • Dayton Spencer Hodson
Kimberly Nicole Burns • Md Dalowar Hossain
Sherwin H. Chan • Jaiden Elizabeth Hughes
Aubrey Lee Craig • Bentley J. Jefts, Jr.
Alex Steven Darabaris • Cooper Lee Kelley
Christopher Kent Dyer • Ali Zaheer Khan
Jason Wade Edwards • Kendra Ruth Kroeker
Julia Elisabeth Ferguson • Danielle Krzeczkowski
Thomas Christopher FitzJohn • Hayley Marie Ledford
Trevor Ryan Fogleman • Nathan Thomas Lindsey
Rudy H. Gold, Jr. • Tiffany Albaran Long
Hope B. Goodwin • Kiara Nereha Luevano
Brooke Nicole Grindinger • David Edward MacLean
Cameron Bailey Groenteman • Mia Gabrielle Marcus
Basem Mohamed Elhady Abdelhafiz • Thibaud Meunier
Hassanien Halawa • R. Ageo Minigutti
Zachary Evan Motes
Terrisa A. Muskrat
Ahmad Walid Mustafa
Matthew Myers
Katherine Mae Nations
Emma Grace Nelson
Laniel Chidubem Ogu
Scott Ostrander
Kyla Jean Ainsworth Peck
Tyler Michael Perez
Joshua Christopher Prater
Gabriel Joseph Ratcliff
Reid Lancaster Rector
Oliver Ray Reed
Olivia Katharine Rees
Ethan Dage Renner
Raina Richardson
Matthew Stephen Rodgers
April Marie Rogers
Kyle R. Saffron
Rachael Schaefer
Alexis Quintelle Schroeder
Keenan Christian Seymour
Zachary D. Shreffler
Shalini Singh
Shelby Sledge
Jenna E. Solheim
Cherie Steep
Evgeniia Stevens
Travis Wade Stevens
Bartłomiej Oskar Szostak
Matthew Earl Taiman
Corilyn Ann Tauer
Nicola Elizabeth Thornton
Caleb Walter Triplett
Adam Michael Upchurch
William Bryan Vine
Reese E. Webb
Braden Michael White
Carly Brooke Wilbourn
Amy L. Williams
William Gregory Wood

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Brady Andrew Argall
Connor G. Bright
Krystina Nicole Clearwater
Ashley Janelle Cloud
Nolan Cromwell Cole
Lexie Dayton
Alfredo de Jesus Dominguez Faraco
Frederick Calder Ferguson
Bradley Ryan Fields
Gregory Edwin Fischer
Mohammad Gudarzi
Colby Morgan Johnson
James Victor McDade, Jr.
William David Wilson

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Matthew Embry Anderson • Electrical Engineering
Dorian Michael Cathey • Electrical Engineering
Madison K. Desormeau • Electrical Engineering
Dawson Seth Kinser • Electrical Engineering
Matthew E. McCool • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Alexander Christian Rose • Electrical Engineering

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Sarah Elizabeth Carvajal • Creative Writing
Adam James Glover • Creative Writing
Brianne Victoria Grothe • Creative Writing

MASTER OF MUSIC

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Bailey Michelle Bovenschen
Yeongju Choi
Eduardo J. Gonzalez, Jr.
Jacob Scott Hutchinson
Aaron Thomas Johnson
Zhanweiyi Liu
Chris McLaughlin
Noah Joseph Pool
Allison Elizabeth Ringler
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Ashlee Dawn Baker  
Mary Frances Darcy  
Nour Souhial El-Sabbagh  
Kayleigh Faber  
Candace Macy Garcia  
Anissa Marie Giles  
Kayla Marie Guerra  
Jordan W. Hare  
Haley Dawn Harrison  
Allison L. Huebert  
Brittany Joyce Lowery  
Breanna Angelique McNaughton  
Kavya Sree Mupathkal  
Alfina Aslamkhan Nagori  
Pooja Patel  
Abigail Joanne Pleiman  
Tyler John Somers  
Madison Kay Tryzbiak  

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Kaley Rayann Armstrong  
Kristen Marie Bolte  
Kassey Renee Dirteater-Elliott  
Jamie Kristine Mohiuddin  

MASTER OF SCIENCE

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Samson Olaniyi Abiola • Plant and Soil Sciences  
A T M Masrur Akhter • Physics  
Gbenga Samuel Akingbulere • Statistics  
Ummahani Akter • Quantitative Finance  
Hassin Habib AL Khalifa • Hospitality and Tourism Management  
Rohith Alamuri • Computer Science  
Rhoda Opeyemi Alawiye • Business Analytics and Data Science  
Ahmed Shareda Aleid • Hospitality and Tourism Management  
Tarun Reddy Alla • Management Information Systems  
Jason Robben Allen • Management Information Systems  
Kwasi Phillip Alleyne • Engineering and Technology Management  
Nawaf Ali Almustanir • Hospitality and Tourism Management  
Ali Gh A A N Almutairi • Civil Engineering  
Saeed Mesfer Alsearah, Sr. • Geology  
Landrie Denise Alsobrook • Business Analytics and Data Science  
Sophia Megan Alvarez • Teaching Learning and Leadership  
Wafi Mahdi Alyami • Hospitality and Tourism Management  
Hari Prasad Ananda • Industrial Engineering and Management  
Joel David Anderson • Business Analytics and Data Science  
Rajya Sri Keerthi Sathvika Andey • Computer Science  
Adithya Ashwathi • Industrial Engineering and Management  
Joe Austin Athimala Maria • Business Analytics and Data Science  
Morgan Paige Bailey • Teaching Learning and Leadership  
Janelle Marie Balceiro • Agricultural Educ and Leadership  
Arundee Bandaru • Computer Science  
Divya Sravani Bandi • Computer Science  
Mohd Hashem Omar Mohamad Bani Maria • Civil Engineering  
Nicholas Ryan Banks • Engineering and Technology Management  
Dayana Barajas Rodriguez • Communication Sciences and Disorders  
James Michael Barrett • Leisure Studies  
Carly Jane Batchelder • Teaching Learning and Leadership  
Karthik Suman Bathini • Management Information Systems  
Vennela Bathini • Management Information Systems  
Samantha Kate Behrendt • Educational Leadership Studies  
Brock Taylor Bennett • Business Analytics and Data Science  
Caleb M. Besmer • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Soham Shitalkumar Bhakta • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Elli Faith Billingsley • Counseling  
Myranda Louise Billington • Leisure Studies
Cash David Billups • Engineering and Technology Management
Akhileswar Biragi • Industrial Engineering and Management
Chelsea Dawn Blevins • Educational Technology
Lily Ann Blevins • Educational Technology
Sai Mithilesh Reddy Bogireddy • Business Analytics and Data Science
Anirudh Bommina • Business Analytics and Data Science
Hannah Elizabeth Brenning • Accounting
Jonathan David Brooks • Interdisciplinary Studies
Hannah Margaret Bruner • Counseling
William Richard Bryan • Management Information Systems
Allison Bryant • Integrative Biology
Sowjanya Bugide • Computer Science
Mi’Kael Elizabeth Bunn • Aviation and Space
Jenna L. Burgess • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Kylie Nicole Burleson • Health and Human Performance
Lyndsay M. Burmesch • Agricultural Communications
Denise Dyanne Burns • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Jaycee Lynne Caldwell • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Gabriel Camargo De Campos Jezus • Plant and Soil Sciences
Kayla Danielle Canis • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Hannah Margaret Bruner • Counseling
Brian Lawrence Carrara • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Marian Rose Carrell • Plant and Soil Sciences
Melissa Kay Carter • Counseling
Rebecca Ruth Cassel • Counseling
Abigail G. Caterino • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Logan E. Caughlin • Mathematics
Laura Teresita Centurion Melgarejo • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Chase Hunter Chapman • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Linda Chebet Chemengen • Global Studies
Alinafe Lisa Chinkondenji • Health and Human Performance
Santhosh Chittiprolu • Business Analytics and Data Science
Charla Christine Christian • Accounting
Cade M. Christison • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Campbell Walker Clark • Global Studies
Rachel Elizabeth Clark • Human Development and Family Science
Martha Garrison Collins • Family and Consumer Science Educ
Diego Alejandro Colon Serrano • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Brittney Nicole Conn • Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
Patrick Thomas Cook • Industrial Engineering and Management
Zackery Wade Cooksey • Aviation and Space
Ann Christine Cooper • Communication Sciences and Disorders
William Carl Anthony Corbitt • Materials Science and Engineering
Beacony Nycole Cox • Educational Leadership Studies
Cameren Taylor Crowley • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Erin Lynn Cusack • Counseling
Brittany Renee Dalton • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Kalyan Kumar Reddy Danda • Computer Science
Madison Anne Dasher • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Nabonita Datta • Civil Engineering
Shreyan Datta Chakraborty • Business Analytics and Data Science
Edwin M. Daugherty • Aviation and Space
Cassidy Nicole Davis • Educational Leadership Studies
Chrysantha Beitzel Davis • Counseling
Halayna Morgan De Avila • Nutritional Sciences
Nicolle De Filippo • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Jacee Kay De Vries • Animal Science
Altug Harun Delen • Management Information Systems
Bryan Lawrence Demieville • Aviation and Space
Nathan W. Dethloff • Agricultural Economics
Gabriela Hernandes Villani • Plant Biology
Jessica Renae Hernandez • Leisure Studies
Sidany Barnett Hilburn • Agricultural Economics
Jarod T. Hinkley • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jared Gregory Hindman • Engineering and Technology Management
Ye Wana Hlaing • Global Studies
Chelsea Joann Hogan • Educational Technology
Haley Schneider Hollis • Educational Psychology
Emmanuel Patrick Honny • Agricultural Economics
Ryan David Hostetter • Engineering and Technology Management
Laxmi Ravindra Hosur • Quantitative Finance
Sara Elizabeth Huggett • Mass Communications
Newlin Ann Humphrey • Agricultural Educ and Leadership
Faidat Adebusola Ibrahim • International Agriculture
Danae Catherine Inglee • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Muralidhar Ippili • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jonathan David Issoy • Sociology
MD Momtaz Islam • Design Housing and Merchandising
Khadija Jamal Sadat • Global Studies
Cody Austin James • Civil Engineering
Maryanne Jayamane • Counseling
Lia Ashley Jenson • Design Housing and Merchandising
Carly Kathleen Mary Johnson • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Colton Tuff Johnson • Agricultural Economics
Kamryn Aleace Johnson • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Gabrielle Elizabeth Jones • Entomology and Plant Pathology
Jenni M. Jones • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Anant Joshi • Business Analytics and Data Science
Sphoorti Shashi Kadapa • Business Analytics and Data Science
Ruthvik Kadiyala • Business Analytics and Data Science
Shiva Chandan Reddy Kancharla • Management Information Systems
Andrew Thomas Karaulis • Interdisciplinary Studies
Hemal Karmakar • Quantitative Finance
Kamryn Elizabeth Karn • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Justin Michael Kattchee • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Satishwar Kedas • Business Analytics and Data Science
Kimberly Jo Kennedy • Educational Technology
Jacob Daniel Kettner • Biosystems Engineering
Bailey Ann Mergeline Kleeberg • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Joanna Nandita Koilpillai • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Sai Chandrika Kompella • Business Analytics and Data Science
Rishitha Koneru • Business Analytics and Data Science
Sai Chaitanya Reddy Kouratla • Business Analytics and Data Science
Naga Rama Krishna Krapa • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kushal Kulshreshtha • Business Analytics and Data Science
Emmanuel Kumi • Geography
Mayukha Kuppili • Computer Science
Ranjith Kumar Kuppu Rathinam • Business Analytics and Data Science
Federica Maria La Manna Hernandez • Animal Science
Johanna Michelle Lange • Counseling
Daniel Henry Lehman • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Anna Grace Lewis • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Isabella Madelyn Lieberman • Business Analytics and Data Science
Arthur Raymond Litchfield IV • Business Analytics and Data Science
Avianna Asta Liuzzo • Animal Science
Payton Riley Losh • Design Housing and Merchandising
Jessica Dawn Loverude • Educational Technology
Angélica Noel Lozano-Romines • Educational Leadership Studies
Bhawuk Luthra • Business Analytics and Data Science
Miranda Janean Lytte • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Isabel Morgan Parkey • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Sai Krishna Vamsi Parvatharaju • Industrial Engineering and Management
Omkar Nayan Patade • Business Analytics and Data Science
Yash Vijaykumar Patel • Business Analytics and Data Science
Sai Vishwas Pathem • Computer Science
Akshay Basavaraj Patil • Industrial Engineering and Management
Sidney Nicole Patrick • Health and Human Performance
Oliver Hudson Payne • Mathematics
Abby Nicole Pennix • Design Housing and Merchandising
Sri Harsha Penumudi • Business Analytics and Data Science
Melissa Dawn Perkins • Geology
Hannah Danielle Perry • Accounting
Lauren Marie Perry • Mass Communications
Olivia Marie Pitasi • Nutritional Sciences
Nicole A. Pogue • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Rakesh Chowdary Polina • Computer Science
John Jeffrey Pollard • Engineering and Technology Management
Tharun Kumar Ponnaganti • Business Analytics and Data Science
Isabelle Hunter Posey • Nutritional Sciences
Angela Noell Price • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Marshall B. G. Proctor • Management Information Systems
Rachel A. Puls • Business Analytics and Data Science
Vishwesh Purohit • Business Analytics and Data Science
Brandi Reed Radebaugh • Interdisciplinary Studies
Hannah R. Rake • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Arnold John Ramirez IV • Business Analytics and Data Science
Alexis Rae Ramos • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Heidi A. Ramzel • Business Analytics and Data Science
Bryce Douglas Randall • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Chinmayi Mangesh Rane • Management Information Systems
Rakesh Ravichandran • Industrial Engineering and Management
Steven A. Ray • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Noah Aaron Raza • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Lisa Ann Reid • Nutritional Sciences
Marisa Reyes • Engineering and Technology Management
Christopher Thomas Ricketts • Teaching Learning and Leadership
J. Logan Riddle • Counseling
Emily Grace Rieken • Counseling
Jennifer Elise Rigdon • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Erin Riley • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Iara Rocío Yasmin Roberto • Mass Communications
Karsten Ann Robinett • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kobe Gregory Robinson • Health and Human Performance
Halle Jai Roper • Agricultural Economics
Macy Lee Rosselle • Agricultural Economics
Ritwik Roy Chowdhury • Business Analytics and Data Science
Katelyn Hope Sager • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Harichandana Samaleti • Management Information Systems
Souksavone Noi Sanders • Aviation and Space
Steven Kyle Sawatzky • Plant and Soil Sciences
Hannah Rosell Schow • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Cassidy Ashton Schubert • Human Development and Family Science
Elisa Schulz da Costa Mazzo • Quantitative Finance
Christopher Daniel Scott • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Madelyn Ann Scott • Food Science
Nicholas Jordan Scribner • Agricultural Economics
Raj Gideon Jacob Selvaraj • Engineering and Technology Management
Kaylee Jo Setliff • Counseling
Jaelyn Mae Sewell • Agricultural Communications
Stephen Wade Seymour • Counseling
Aadil Shaik • Computer Science
Prashant Sharma • Business Analytics and Data Science
Katelynn Marie Shea • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Aditya Dilip Shete • Industrial Engineering and Management
Ainsley Faith Shields • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jehan A. Shwiyyat • Environmental Engineering
Venkata Sai Krishna Reddy Siddana • Business Analytics and Data Science
Manveer Singh • Horticulture
Megan Elyse Skinner • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Reagan Skow • Agricultural Communications
Hope Ashton Smith • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kelsee C. Smith • Agricultural Communications
Peyton Madison Smith • Accounting
Savanna Kay Smith • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ashleigh Marie Snell • Agricultural Educ and Leadership
Emily Stabler • Counseling
Sierra Rayne Steelman • Management Information Systems
Avery C. Stokes • Human Development and Family Science
Ashleigh Renee Stoneburner • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Noah Andrew Strong • Health and Human Performance
Asif Syed • Business Analytics and Data Science
Alexis Tamamasui • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Roe Djer Tan • Business Analytics and Data Science
Catherine Paige Tanner • Counseling
Riley Thomas Taylor • Interdisciplinary Studies
Dylan Andrew Teague • Management Information Systems
Madison Tellez • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Sriram Kumar Tentu • Computer Science
Gabriel A. Tiefenthaler • Accounting
Holly Christine Tompkins • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Nam Hoang Tran • Mathematics
William Harrison Tucker • Accounting
Shariful Islam Tushar • Design Housing and Merchandising
Rylee Jordan Uhr • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Sriharsha Vajjala • Management Information Systems
Drew Michael Van Vors • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Joseph Frank Vanek • Family and Consumer Science Educ
Shri Ragav Vellakinar Shree Hari • Civil Engineering
Bharani Sripriya Vemula • Management Information Systems
Monika Verma • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Anjaneya Nanda Kishore Voggu • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kayla Rose Wagler • Psychology
Amy L. Wampler • Agricultural Communications
Sarah Ranae Weede • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Cristy Dawn Welch • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Amber Nicole Wells • Animal Science
Emily Brooke West • Mass Communications
Sean D. Whisenhunt • Aviation and Space
Connor Joe Williams • Engineering and Technology Management
Grace Kinsale Williams • Plant and Soil Sciences
Emily Kathryn Womack • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jahnia L. Wright • Design Housing and Merchandising
Robert Alexander Wright • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Wisdom Clinton Wuanka • Global Studies
Gary Matthew Wynne • Global Studies
Moriah Kimberlee Yale • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kanuj Kumar Yata • Management Information Systems
Ezekiel D. Young • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Andrea Zerman • Business Analytics and Data Science
Kira Linn Ziola • Health and Human Performance

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES

Dorcas Tabitha Addom • Sociology
Itunuoluwa Bola Adegbite • Plant and Soil Sciences
Olivia K. Aguiar • Integrative Biology
Talynn Elizabeth Barnes • Counseling
Sydney Anna Beadles • Accounting
Andrea Elizabeth Bentley • Accounting
Sanchita Budhathoki • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Punya Bule • Food Science
Luis Felipe Carreno Urquijo, Sr. • Engineering Technology
Kali Renee Castle • Animal Science
Reagan Ellen Cole • Sociology
Lucas Cole Collier • Accounting
Sabina Orlinda Correa • Accounting
Macy Marie Craig • Counseling
Taline Alonso Da Silva • Sociology
Courtney Lee Doman • Human Development and Family Science
Tiffany Anne Dougherty • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Amrit Dumre • Agricultural Economics
Emily A. Ervin • Counseling
Jacqueline Nwamaka Esiemike • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Braden T. Evans • Accounting
Jeffery David Everett • Environmental Science
Joshua Harrison Floyd • Aviation and Space
Caroline Hanna Geist • Nutritional Sciences
Kylee Morgan Gish • Accounting
Jonathan R. Gosz • Accounting
Joshua Robertson Hewlett • Accounting
Reilly Autumn Hill • Human Development and Family Science
Morgan E. Howlett • Counseling
Ranjitha Hubbanahalli Chandrashekar • Nutritional Sciences
Brandon Marcus Ingham • Aviation and Space
Colton Ray Jakubisin • Nutritional Sciences
Jaxon Douglas Jordan • Accounting
Grace St. Clair Kittleman • Accounting
Mia Cassidy Leal • Accounting
Scott Micheal Lee • Aviation and Space
Matthew Oliver Linehan • Accounting
Jaclyn Zylka Lucero • Aviation and Space
Malika Mahbub • Sociology
Mohammed Abir Mahdi • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Madeline Grace Morse • Accounting
Ephraim Dibue Muyombo • Agricultural Economics
Dahira Ogunbiyi • Biosystems Engineering
Kathy Osei • Geography
Colton Vance Parker • Psychology
Jaycob Colby Ratliff • Business Analytics and Data Science
Diamond Majeste Russell • Sociology
Tanner Eli Scholten • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Dawn Marie Schrock • Teaching Learning and Leadership
Madison Marie Scott • Sociology
Casey Elizabeth Sergott • Integrative Biology
Kierra Grace Shave • Accounting
Jeanie Christine Sherrill • Dietetics
Grant Hunter Shipman • Accounting
Farzana Shirzad • Global Studies
Katherine Elizabeth Snyder • Counseling
Laura Talbott Clark • Counseling
Yulun Wang • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jaden Paige Weller • Accounting
Grace E. White • Nutritional Sciences
Katie Rene Whitehead • Educational Technology
Connor Luke Wilson • Accounting
Jackson Reese Young • Accounting
Michael Ryan Zelewski • Accounting

**Graduate Certificate**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**

Oluwafikayo Elizabeth Adewumi • Online Teaching
Ahmed Mahmod A Alebadan • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Wafi Mahdi Alyami • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Ofuje Blessing Amune • Geographic Information Systems
Kyle Garrett Baker • Business Analytics and Data Science
Oday Ali Bani Ahmad • Business Analytics and Data Science
Nicole Becker • Business Analytics and Data Science
Lily Ann Blevins • Online Teaching
Svetlana Bobkova • Neuroscience
Jonathan David Brooks • Workforce and Adult Education
Kiera Fawn Brunson • Building Level Leadership
Jenna L. Burgess • International Disaster and Emergency Management
Safiya Carrington • Non-Profit Management
Hui-Fen Chang • Health Analytics
Beyoncia Nycole Cox • Facilitating Career Development
Tyler Lane Danielson • Neuroscience
Tyler Lane Danielson • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Education and Behavioral Sciences
Cassidy Nicole Davis • Facilitating Career Development
Daniel Robert Dobbs • Learning and Motivation
Courtney Nicole Dotterweich • Geographic Information Systems
Kayleigh Anne Esparza • Infant Mental Health
Cara Jane Evans • District Level Leadership
Kelly J. Farrington • Hidden Student Populations
Hannah Elizabeth Fernandez • Building Level Leadership
Trevor Ryan Fogleman • Business Analytics and Data Science
Katherine Elizabeth Frye • Museum and Curatorial Studies
Samuel Cooper Garcia • Business Sustainability
Cameron Bailey Groenteman • Business Sustainability
Hassan Nasser Hafshan • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Grace Marie Hall • Family Financial Planning
Daytona Spencer Hodson • Non-Profit Management
Brianna Monét Jackson • Recreation and Leisure Management
Felicia Ann Jewell • Online Teaching
Salena Maria King Coughlan • Infant Mental Health
Naga Rama Krishna Krapa • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Leslie Ann Law-Wilbourn • Program Evaluation
Nathan Thomas Lindsey • Business Sustainability
Emily Morgan Maixner • Infant Mental Health
Isaac Abram McCann • Building Level Leadership
Sarah Baker McDowell • K-12 STEM Educator
Taylor Thomas Miterko • Business Sustainability
Shubham Ramesh Mohite • Business Analytics and Data Science
Raisa Bebiana Theresa Monteiro • Bioinformatics
Katelyn Louise Montgomery • Effective Teaching in Elementary Schools
Adam Joshua Moore • Business Analytics and Data Science
Terra A. Muskrt • Business
Eden Dean Ellen Nay • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Education and Behavioral Sciences
Rosebenedicta Okwudili Odogwu • Brand Communication
Shanta April Ogwe • Entrepreneurship
Vera Rachelle Pieri • Museum and Curatorial Studies
Jonathan Terry Pixley • Family Financial Planning
Angela Noell Price • Elementary Mathematics Specialist
Aditya Satish Rane • Business Analytics and Data Science
Kristopher Robert Lee Rankin III • Program Evaluation
Kristopher Robert Lee Rankin III • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Education and Behavioral Sciences
Reid Lancaster Rector • Business Analytics and Data Science
raithael Schaefer • Health Analytics
Emily Siebenaler • Business Analytics and Data Science
Shelby Sledge • Entrepreneurship
Claire M. Smith • Neuroscience
Madison Smith • Online Teaching
Riley Thomas Taylor • Entrepreneurship
Caleb Walter Trippett • Finance and Investment Banking
Adam Michael Upchurch • Business
James Arthur VanGordon • Engineering and Technology Management
Monika Verma • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
J. Lee Weems • Workforce and Adult Education
Carly Brooke Wilbourn • Business Sustainability
Amanda Nichole Williams • Business Analytics and Data Science
Meagan Ann Windler • Business Analytics and Data Science

Summer 2024 Candidates
Autumn Breanna Bean • Museum and Curatorial Studies
Louis Bisignano • Health Analytics
Tina L. Bolton-Linn • Building Level Leadership
Christopher Kent Dyer • Entrepreneurship
Nicole Marie Haught • Building Level Leadership
Shannon McKinney • School Library Certification
David Cole Milton • Program Evaluation
Melissa Lin Ward • College Teaching
Katie Rene Whitehead • Online Teaching
DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES

Caleb Scott Alexander          Sarah Beth Hanna
Cooper Paul Anderson           Morgan Bradley Heitt
Reece Michael Anderson         Bingham Hightower
Rigel Bacani                   Alyson Rose Hill
John Cameron Barton            Conner Howard
Kelsi Batioja                  Abbigail N. Huddleston
Joseph R. Beckman              Patrick Jordan Huling
Ian Bellovich                  Breanna Elizabeth Jacobitz
Emma Suzanne Berry             Samuel M. Jacobsen
Angus Black                    Berenice Jimenez
Sydney Grace Blevins           Paige Johnson
Patreece Antoinette Branch-Barker Kolton Matthew Kardokus
Lydia Brock                    Mahnoor Khalid
Emilie Folz Burruss            Abdurrahman Khattab
Zachary Canaday                Aidan Khoda
Abigail Lauren Carroll         Benjamin Matthew Kirkland
Harisha Chinthalapally         Hope Kliewer
Matthew A. Choate              Chase Cole Ladd
DeAngela Coleman               Britney-Hien Nhu Le
Caitlin Alexis Cosby           Khangeun Ashley Lee-Thompson
Shelby Dean Yarnell Cummins    Megan Allene Long
Abby Davis                     Zeke Long
Charlee Dawson                 Mitchell Faris Love
Leslyn Dillow                  Alexa Veda Lutchman
Diego Dominguez Garcia         Riley Baxter Marlar
Benjamin Doudican              Josephine Martin
Alexander William Douglas      Kaylee Rae Martin
Lana Danae Duke                Shilpa Rajan Mathew
Bryan A. Dunford               Tegan Tyann Maxson
Avery Ann Dutcher              Ryan McIntire
Alexander Joseph Eddy           Kristen Ashley McPherson
Khaled Elsayed                 Mackenzie Christine Moody Ferguson
Mackenzie Michelle Enmeier     Ty Michael Moore
Jim Enoh                       Lucas Christopher Morton
Lacy Evans                     Krisha L. Murphy
Jantzen Josef Faulkner         McKayla Mariah Muse
Claudia Monique Fisch          Addison Nakashima
Katherine Fischer              Danya Jo Nees
Zachariah D. Fisher            Cole Nelson
Hayden M. Fox                  Steven Nguyen
Holton Fox                     Tiffany Doan Tram Nguyen
Brooke Jacklyn Gardner         Emily Rose Nighbor
Brandon Garner                 Amy Michele Oatman
Elizabeth Garrett              Megan Olson
Ashton Gatewood                McKenzi Elise Ormsbee
Kasey Gill                     Gunner Parent
Baylie C. Givens               Madison Ryan Pastor
Limayre Beatriz Gramajo        Andriana Mercedes Peña
Jennifer Reneé Grizzle         Aaron Jeffrey Place

35
Abhishek Premkumar
Jordyn Prince
Josh Ramoin
David Loren Ray
Jayden Ray
Arjun Reddy
William Thomas Redmond
Molly Grace Remondino
Thomas Richardson
Alma Rios Wilson
Kristie K. Roberts
Kristyn Robling
Madelana Sarah Kathryn Rowan
Katie Lian Sahilstrom
Dalton Sanders
Jordan T. Santos
Sarah Kay Schultz
Ahmed Shaban
Kennedy Summer Sherman
Twhana E. Sims
Caleb A. Smith
Colton Larry Smith
Kelsey Renee Snider
Alexis McKinzie Spence
Jordan Staggs
Elise Laine Stephenson
Alyssa Stewart
Carter Jacob Stewart
Sam Streck
Liza-Ann Suba
Katherine Mischelle Sunday
Bethany Sutterfield
Brett Shaw Szymanski
David Tanner
Rachel Terry
Mackenziee Thompson
Paula Tran
Phillip Otho Tyree III
Kamakshi Sakuntala Vaidyanathan
Elizabeth Valle
Jana Kay Van Beckum
Brian Varner
Zachary Vineyard
Grant Jameson Ward
Philo Waters
Alexandra Byington Weindel
Connor Lee West
Joshua West
Jonas Cameron Weygandt
Bailey Wiggins
Carli Balcomb Williams
Cole Williams
Drew Williams
Jennifer Gaonya Yang
Lauren York

DOCTOR OF FORENSIC SCIENCES

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Cody Lee Braley
Meghan Elaine Campbell
Bill England
Jose Enrique Gomez, Jr.
Rola Samir Kolailat

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Sarah Elizabeth Martin
Sunday Renee Saenz

DOCTOR OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Marie Abston
Jessica Davon Adkins
Amanda Jo Benn
Mia Chanel Bledsoe
Clarissa Davia Brown
Rachel Lynn Buford
Charles Edward Burns, Jr.
Mathew Tyler Truman Callegari
Jacob Chase Cleveland
Michelle Lyn Crissup
Brenda J. Davidson
Kyriakos Dimitrakis
Gregory Michael Dixon
Cherrell Gintina Drake
Stacey Allen Elmore, Jr.

Brandy Marie Eurto
Kayden Ray Foster
Zachery G. Foster
Jennifer Nguyen Thi Fought
Riley Ann Gaebel
Michael Donald Gagnon
Kendra Lashawn Gill
Laura G. Glentzer
Bradley Tait Goettl
Ashley Lauren Grant
Nicolas Amado Gutierrez
LeighAnn Hannas
Brooke Elizabeth Howard
Jeremy Dana Kaplan
Samuel Austin Kelley
Ambica Makani Kimble  
Stephen Todd Kozez  
Michael Thomas Kumura  
Katherine J. Landers  
Ronda K. Little  
Lolita P.M. Martin  
Calleigh Dyan Meyer  
Samra Mirza  
Kimberly D. Murphy  
Anthony Nwedo, Jr.  
Gabriel Lee Parcel  
Jennifer Lea Prall  
Luis A. Quiroz  
Victoria Ruth Record  
Sandy Samuel  
Mary Elizabeth Sawyer  
Timothy M. Davis  
Jordan Sloan Larson  
Ashley McClellan

**Summer 2024 Candidates**

Jessica Saylor-Mcham  
Christopher Frederick Schmidt  
Francis Grei Herceda Sebastian  
Cassandra Leann Self  
Sandra Louann Shigley  
Bradley Dale Shinn  
Jennifer LeAnn Smith  
Gregory Allen Sop  
Christy L. Sutter  
Theresa Gale Sullivan  
Aeisha Yvette Taylor  
Bria Layne Taylor  
Stella K. Vnook  
Wei Wang  
John William Westlake  
Andrew C. Williamson

**Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Sciences**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**

Karissa Hodge

**Summer 2024 Candidates**

Brenna Jeanette Hart-Farrar  
Nathan Stephen Ong

**Doctor of Philosophy in Forensic Sciences**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**

Sandra Jean Call  
Kathryn Dusenberg Casper

**Summer 2024 Candidates**

Paul Freeman Ayres  
Joseph O’Neal Jones  
Amy Leah Patton

**Master of Athletic Training**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**

Samantha Louann Austin  
Ashlyn Marie Bordelon  
Kaleigh Renae Hanzlick  
Tatum Breanne Komlodi  
Audrey Marie Meche  
Samantha Gray Renson  
Paxtyn Kiele Watkins  
Bradlee Elizabeth Wells

**Master of Science in Biomedical Sciences**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**

Patience Marie Garrett  
Zoe Grace McLemore

**Summer 2024 Candidates**

Ayomide Babatunde Ishola
Master of Science in Forensic Sciences

Spring 2024 Candidates

Caroline Lee Bahara
Sarah Bailey
Aubrey Ann Moree Bartel
Danielle Cezanne Beavers
Darryl Eugene Beebe
Stephen James Brenneman
Madelyn Maureen Brinkman
Sean Christopher Bryant
Emma Karen Campos Castaneda
Deeot John Celaya
Veronica Elizabeth Comerford
Carolina Mackenzie Couch
Alethia Daugherty
Chrislyn Latrice Dovers
Teya Shay Eshelman
Richard Louis Forte
Thomas Carl Fucci
Mark Thomas Furgurson, Jr.
Aislynn Marie Garrett
Adriana Michele Graybeal
Julia Ashley Hall
Amanda Caroline Heddins
Kevin Andrew Hehl
Anna Thien Truc Ho
Terry Lee Hudson II
Keary M. Hundt
Brandi Annette Jackson

Wileyshka Moet Jimenez
Eryn N. Johnson
Ann Marie Kelly
Daniel Michael Kerwin
Steven Douglas Letteney
Riley Marie Leyrer
Rebecca Lynn MacQuarrie
Lyric Haven McCoy
Reid Tyler Messner
Kaelin E. Mitchell
Ryan K. Noble
Andra Grace Potter
Alexus Hope Ramirez-Wiggins
Jessie Marie Riggs
Jason Salerno
Nicholas Todd Schmitt
John Steven Spiegelberg
Jesse James Sproat
Julia R. Talley
Retta Liane Thomas
Stefanny Nicole Toala
Alan Craig Townsend
Kristen Marie Van Note
Ashley Marie VanDenBerg
Diana Carolina Vega Rodriguez
Alexandrea Simone Westbrook
Earl B. Witt

Summer 2024 Candidates

Megan Wynne Bien-Aime
Jared French
Michael S. Guderjohn

Matthew Joseph Kolscuys
Brooke A. McCaskey
Samantha Kimberly Terreault

Master of Science in Global Health

Spring 2024 Candidates

Lei Blaik Edmerson
Krupa Ketan Patel

Madelana Sarah Kathryn Rowan
Jennifer Hope Wilson Garcia

Master of Science in Health Care Administration

Spring 2024 Candidates

Ifeanyi Abaju
Madison Lee Adams
Nicholas James Almack
Jaden Fae Arnold
Nikkie Benson
Christopher Franklin Bishop
Casey Erin Bledsoe
Gwendelen Boles
Caleb Cole
Jayne B. Collins
Blair Nicole Coughlan
Alef Elizabeth DuRant-Wise
Lei Blaik Edmerson

Chyenne J. Factor
Kate Fox
Scott Russell Frieling, Jr.
Brooke Nicole Grindinger
Alexandria Reaonna Harris
Kara Ann Smith Hatlevoll
Torey Elizabeth Henderson
Tylar Holland
Jordan Kacey Ibarra
Daunette Jackie-Joyce Johnson
McKayla Dawn Johnson
Patrick A. Kehres
Tonisha Monsha Lamkin
SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Daniel Landa
Kelsey Ann Rider

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL SCIENCES

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Brandon Courteau Smith
Wesley Scott Hood

Graduate Certificate

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Oghenekevwe Juliet Agadagba • Medical Sciences
Paolla Grasyelle Gruber Anderson • Medical Sciences
Victoria Sarah Bedros • Medical Sciences
Cristen Shaen Clayton • Forensic Investigative Sciences
Cristen Shaen Clayton • Forensic Psychology
Matthew Neal Cross • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
William Patrick Davis • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Nevada L. Denton • Medical Sciences
Charles Donohoe • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Jalynn Dian Duncan • Medical Sciences
Kristopher Steven Durham • Health Care Administration-Finance
Grayson Gibson Edwards • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Mason Blake Emert • Medical Sciences
Julia Ashley Hall • Forensic Psychology
Neil D. Harper • Forensic Psychology
Kyleigh M. Harrell • Medical Sciences
Lydia Hashemi • Medical Sciences
Brooke Mikail Hatchette • Medical Sciences
Paige Garcia Hinahon • Medical Sciences
Allison L. Huebert • Health Care Administration
William Isbir • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Jason Scott Jewkes • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Wileysheka Moet Jimenez • Forensic Psychology
Ryan T. Johnson • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Julie B. Koupe • Forensic Investigative Sciences
Kerry Lasso • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Abigail RuthAnn LaValley • Medical Sciences
Ty William Lutze • Medical Sciences
Clay R. McCausland • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Lyric Haven McCoy • Forensic Psychology
Mason H. McGuire • Medical Sciences
Ellen M. Michelin • Forensic Psychology
Frida Zuleima Miranda • Medical Sciences
Alexa Moreno • Medical Sciences
James Michael Nash • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Keeli Linn Nelson • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
William Hunter Nobles • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Maria Lourdes Catherine Nolan • Medical Sciences
Samantha Hunt Perez • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
James M. Phillips • Medical Sciences
Allie Paige Rice • Medical Sciences
Madeline Sue Rowe • Medical Sciences
Cristina Sacramento • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Garrett Wilson Sanders • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Kelsea D. Schultz • Medical Sciences
Madison Lynn Shrum-Rankin • Medical Sciences
Emily Grace Shuler • Medical Sciences
Savana Quinn Smith • Medical Sciences
Drake Edward Stockard • Medical Sciences
Natanya Sullivan • Medical Sciences
Julia R. Talley • Forensic Psychology
Abigail Hope Truett • Medical Sciences
Kristen Marie Van Note • Forensic Investigative Sciences
Matthew A. Vaughn • Medical Sciences
Lylah Margaret Sue Warren • Medical Sciences
John Weirich • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Emily Wheeler • Medical Sciences
Kai M. Williams • Medical Sciences
Jasmyn Elise Wilson • Medical Sciences

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Wesley Dylan Bradley • Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Priscilla Chatman • Medical Sciences
Nathan Adam Durhan • Health Care Administration-Finance
Julie Nicole Meschberger • Medical Sciences
College of Veterinary Medicine
Carlos Risco, Dean

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Spring 2024 Candidates

Sydney Elizabeth Barnes
Rush Nathaniel Basinger
Emily Faith Britton
Logan Renee Brown
Andrew James Coakley
Kaitlyn Cole
Hannah Sabelle Crosswhite
Brynn Leigh Danilowicz
Tyler Kade Davidson
Mackenna Lee Davison
Kariss Elizabeth Dunson
Amber Marie Faseler
Luke Emmett Fenton
Natalie Renee Filiatrault
August James Fitzpatrick
Cassidy Leah Fitzpatrick
Joshua Stephen Fleming
Sarah Kathleen Fletcher
Shelby Suanna Forst
Molly Paige Freeman
Falon Michele Funkhouser
Mahala Ann Furman
Alli Clare Garcia
Rebecca Ann Garcia
Jordy Lee Gatto
Brady Anderson Gentry
Candice Page Giblet
Olivia Dawn Golden
Amber Nicole Grant
William Ryan Jet Grant
Kristen Elizabeth Griffin
Matthew Dalton Hammer
Angela Christine Herron
Cooper Keith Hicks
Zane Douglas Hilbig
Jonathan Michael Hinck
Victoria Ann Hoaglin
Krystal S. Holley
Adison Makenzy Hood
Augustus Mecade Hull
Meghan Elizabeth Husketh
Neil Lee Ichord
Justin Arthur Irgens
Perry Matthew Jacob
Addison Leigh Jordan
Tamara Jayne Kastner
Lindsey Elizabeth King
Dylan Owen Lucich
Rebekah Ann Maker
Margaret Elizabeth Mansur
Casey Alexandra Marshall
Brady Everett Martin
Emily Miller
Victoria T. Mitchell
Jewel Denee Newsom
Derek Rafer Newsome
Emily Leigh Nunan
Katerina Alexandra Orms
Aaron Taylor Ortiz
Hannah K. Osburn
Alyson Michele Overman
Titus Jason Patton
Stephanie Kaitlyn Peter
Sarah D’Ann Plater
Corinthian Marie Platt
Dryden Lee Powell
Amber Ree Powers
Madyson Nicole Quinby
Madison Mae Rao
Sarah Jordan Reed
Karigon Elizabeth Rion
Hannah Margaret Conroy Rolo
Rachael Marie Ruth
Viviana Sanchez
Andrew Hall Scarano
Sarah M. Schuler
Cole Porter Sciba, Jr.
Erryn Elizabeth Sciba
Caroline Mara Scott
Juliann Brittain Scott
Sarah Claire Scott
Kassidy Jo Self
Rafay Syed Shah
Brie Elle Shillingford
Katelyn Elise Siegel
Ciara Ruthanne Smith
Justin Thomas Sook
Catherine Marie Stallbories
Morgan Elizabeth Standridge
Samantha Stansbury
Kayla Christine Steed
Braden Cal Steidley
Erin Alyse Swank
Nathan James Taylor
Madison Taylor Tivis
Madison Kay Tryzbiak
Peyton Emily Tuttle
Liliana Itzel Vasquez
Rachel N. Vigneron
Julianne Elizabeth Wallace
Kristen Nicole Watts
Madyson Grace Werner

Michaela L. Williams
Vanessa Sheran Wong
Candice Irlene Zapalac Janecka
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Keith Garbutt, Interim Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

• American Sign Language Studies •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Chloe Grace Jernigan
Kayley Gray Mitchell
Alicia Bernice Saldana

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Preston Keith Thompson II
Ryleah Claire Tyndall

• American Studies •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Sydney Dawn Adkins

• Art •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Kayla Marie Andrus
Alice Marieke Brienen
Nayelly Morales Rojo

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Lauren Brooke Oyer

• Arts Administration •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Abigail Erin Engles
Molly R. Johnson

• English •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Ashlyn Grace Burgess
Cloe Montana Campfield
Chandler Renee Dean
Josiah B. Decker
Jillian Hope Eckert
William Christopher Harwell
Briauna Nicole Hayes
Gabriel Nicholas Haynes
Heber James Hurd
Anthony Cyrus Jolliff

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Hailee Dee Adams

• French •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Hannah Elizabeth Farris

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Summer Leian Long
• Global Studies •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Lily Irene Chavez
Campbell Renae Crabtree
Sydney Dominique Galante
Julia Elizabeth Haggard
Baylee Nicole Hart
Perri Elizabeth Lewis

• History •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Molly Beth Dorris
Christopher Walter England
Logan Matthew Erickson
Sydney Dominique Galante
Emily J. Goins
Thatcher James Griffith
Madalyn Judith Heinrichs
Jacob Hughes
Gage Cameron Johnson
Devin Alexander Mayberry
Julia Katherine Murphy
Xavier Alexander Wiggins

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
John S. Hendricks
Makayla Gillian Lewis

• Multidisciplinary Studies •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Kate Nicole Battershell
Ryder Charles Erdley
Ashley Ivanoff

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Gracie LeeAnn Wooden

• Multimedia Journalism •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Rachel Elizabeth Ann Davis
Tylie A. Griffith
Alyessia Marie Lopez
Luke L. Presley
Samuel James Weme

• Music •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Dale Jordan Alimena, Jr.
Alex Betancourt
Darcy Rose Golla
Lisa Ann Mantini
Tyler James Patrick
Ethan Riley Turner
Ruotong Zhang

• Philosophy •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Glenn Liam Burns
Logan J. Danielson
Casey Anne Giles
Hannah E. Marion
Blaise Ray McFadden
Grace Anh Nguyen
Ethan Daniel Silvernail
Seth Kaleb Young

• Political Science •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Sydney Dawn Adkins
Alexis Jayde Bowling
Cristian Alexander Camberos
Meg McKenzie Jackson
Faith Elizabeth Kimberly Pratt
Hannah M. Shultz
Lindsey N. Smith
Amelia Rose Wimmer
Seth Kaleb Young

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Keith A. Good
### Psychology

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Melissa Angel
- Brayden Elizabeth Armentrout
- Britannie Nicole Cannon
- Robert Joel Carson
- Chloé Mae Curl
- Madelyn Nicole Dudley
- Abigail Kimberly Emerson
- Amitie Belin Esparza
- Mia C. Foster
- Shelby Dawn Frost
- Hayli Rae Grimes
- Perfecto Gutierrez
- Déja Halei Harris
- Lillie Belle Hensley
- Lyric D. Hurst
- Keagen S. King
- Haizhen Li
- Lucas Patrick Maher

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Alexis Marie King
- Summer Leian Long

### Sociology

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Helen A. Fullerton
- Katheryn Judith-Renee Hutchison
- Kylie Sue King
- Maddie Lynn Miller

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Courtney Sadhika-Renee Ostenberg
- Tayliur Angelique Thompson
- Melissa Gale Williams
- Sury Saday Yañez

### Spanish

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Campbell Renae Crabtree
- Jackson Leigh Moore

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Alicia Bernice Saldana

### Sports Media

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Carlos Ivan Cortes Aldamuy
- Sebastian Grey Manzanares
- Jay Griffith McClellan

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Dylan Gail Walker
- Toni Kathryn Wetmore

### Strategic Communication

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Turner Callaway Austell
- Annemarie Faye Chaney
- Raylee Grace Driver
- Jillian Hope Eckert
- Makinley Anne Kennedy

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Lauren Brooke King
- Kierstin Louise Pigg
- Allison Kate Wendel
- Evan Cale Wright
- Brennan Wesley Yoder

### Theatre

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Mackensey F. Doyle
- Reagan J. Hisey
- Sydney Shea Hooper
- Kylie Danielle Jackson

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Ashlyn Elaine Leonard
- Hunter Lane Norris
- Ian James Hearsey Salmon
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

• Acting •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Dallas B. Rogers

Jordan Ann Walters

• Art •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Lydia Ann Bart
Matthew Ryan Lacey
Merrick Hendrik Bayouth
Althea L. Lackey
Katherine Elizabeth Blake
Gracie Long
Sarah Ann Briscoe
Arwa Matin
Virginia Childress Caldwell
Alyse P. McGuire
Lou Ellyse Campbell
Margaret Claire Price
Ciera Grace Carlson
Bayley Elizabeth Ross
Bryant Anthony Chitsey
Elizabeth Claire Sanders
Lillian Michele Cordes
Annisa Sarchi
Jessica Lee Crow
Jessica Lynna’ Sands Sharp
John G. Davis
Elena Jewel Staubus
Andrew Alan Avartanian Day
Autum Nicole Sue Tanner
Ryan Scott Dobbins
Jalon Kane Taylor
Brynn Frances-Ann Gartner
Savana G. Weston
Alyssia Nicole Guinn
Lamonika Janelle Wigfall
Misty Gene Hallenbeck
Bailey Alyssa Wrightsman
Rebecca Mireille Kendrick
Alondra Zepeda-Torres
Jamie Leigh Kimball
Aly C. Zetah

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Liberty Paige Peatling
Maria Elisha Bernardez Saba

• Musical Theatre •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Anaya Nicole Harris

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

• Music •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Alicen Raeann Criner
Cameron Scott Taylor
Dylan Michael Halliday
Olivia Jade Tucker
Jacob Wong Lacambra
Richard Steven Van Heel III
Omar G. Martinez Rosete

• Music Education •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Cassie Marie Andel
Jonathan Thomas Hanna
Andrea Alexandra Bahena
Brennan H. Lacy
Audrey Elizabeth Caughlin
Casey Avery Shapiro
Connor Logan Cyrus
Justin Lee Torres
Kathryn Olivia Dunbar
Vanessa Linn Washburn
Parker L. Edwards
Bachelor of Science

• Biochemistry •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Alejandra Danielle Barker
Nicholas James Day
Georgia Frances Eastham
Michael Cameron Forhan
Hope Elizabeth Koch

Spring 2024 Candidates

Moriah Jaye Thompson
Charlie Ann Vermeire
Pau S. Von
Brittney Renee Willis

• Biology •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Emma Leigh Ainsworth
Karli Nicole Ashing
Catherine Lee Bahara
Anika Elizabeth Benthem
Jesse Thomas Brewster
Aubrey Grace Byers
Aryanna Rene Carr
Lexia Claire Carter
Kelsey Reid Cavender
Ella Marie Cremer
Aaron D. Crutison
Emily Dayan Dancourt
Nathaniel Thomas Dodson
Garett R. Eagan
Gabriel Alexander Forsberg
Nicole Diane Foster
Victoria Elizabeth Foster
Evelynn Yi Lan Fox
Joshua E. Fox
Detrick Jamon Friend
Alyssa Marie Gilliland
Zachary Levi Goodson
Anastasia Katherine Goodwin
Laura Michelle Grossner
Halle Lane Hammons
Sophie Rose Harston
Alexander George Henwood
Gavyn Kaid Hill
Chelsea Lynn Horn
Joshua Shammah Hottel
Mikayla Dawn Howry
Chloe Dee Humphrey
Hannah Grace Hurst
Holden Fisher Husbands
Kathryn Lightfoot Jones
Rachel Lauren Justice
Alexia Klinger
Alex Jean Kubicek
Gray N. Long
Nathen Karim Lopez Alvarado

Summer 2024 Candidates

Cheyenne Louise Despain
Steven Connor Downs

Summer 2024 Candidates

Morgan Jordan Despain
Janae Michelle Drake
Joseph Daniel Driver
Emma Leigh Eamon
Kathleen Elizabeth Erdogan
Emily Dayan Dancourt
Nathaniel Thomas Dodson
Garett R. Eagan
Gabriel Alexander Forsberg
Nicole Diane Foster
Victoria Elizabeth Foster
Evelynn Yi Lan Fox
Joshua E. Fox
Detrick Jamon Friend
Alyssa Marie Gilliland
Zachary Levi Goodson
Anastasia Katherine Goodwin
Laura Michelle Grossner
Halle Lane Hammons
Sophie Rose Harston
Alexander George Henwood
Gavyn Kaid Hill
Chelsea Lynn Horn
Joshua Shammah Hottel
Mikayla Dawn Howry
Chloe Dee Humphrey
Hannah Grace Hurst
Holden Fisher Husbands
Kathryn Lightfoot Jones
Rachel Lauren Justice
Alexia Klinger
Alex Jean Kubicek
Gray N. Long
Nathen Karim Lopez Alvarado

Summer 2024 Candidates

Cheyenne Louise Despain
Steven Connor Downs

Jorge Luis Garcia Nino
Keji Moua
• Chemistry •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Kaitlin Elizabeth Ashcraft
Georgia Frances Eastham
Dozier Johnson Smith

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Amelia Jane Paquin

• Communication Sciences and Disorders •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Natalie P. Anderson
Kiersten Avery Bent
Hannah Grace Brennan
Malynn Aleese Broomfield
Mikayla Annette Busby
Catherine Elizabeth Cowles
Annelise Michelle Creel
Jenna Olivia Curry
Morgan Alexis Daniel
Alyssa Clair Davis
Hannah Nicole Davis
Lexus Dudley
Abigail Elizabeth Eaton
Mattie Grace Ferguson
Kathryn George
Bailey Lynne Glass
Kennedy Sloan Cartwright Goggin
Jayla Jo Hurt
Addison S. Imler
Abigail Kate John
Lena Ellen Kannegiesser
Abigail Charissa Kinion
Emily Lauren Knight
Brooks Lee Langham
Kennedy Brooke Lund

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Alena Elizabeth Cook
Camron Noel Koop

• Computer Science •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Cole McClain Aldridge
John Tate Armstrong
Cade Jared Bailey
Casey Jay Connor
William Bradford Cunningham
Jackson Cade Field
Kevin Richard Flack
Cale Austin Hartman
Jayden Fox Hayes
Noah L. Hightower
Arthur Brock James
Hannah Rebekah-Zoe Johnsamson
Jordan Lynn Kaehlert
Sicheng Liang
Ethen Tyler Melder

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Noah Benjamin Smith
Menley Clarice Westhoff
Gavin Eugene White

Emily Jeanne Main
Kimberly Constance Marquise
Claire Grace Massaro
Emily F. Miller
Madelaine Diane Miller
Averie Alane Morton
Karley Marie Myers
Chelsea Ann Olender
Mackenzie LeAnn Owens
Caitin Alexis Parker
Emma Brianne Powlison
Lynnen Marie Robinson
Megan Lynn Russell
Kaci Brooke Shera
Marleigh Kay Smith
Abbey Elisabeth Swanson
Lauren Patricia Thorstenberg
Sydnee Jaylin Vanderburg
Jessica Renee Vincze
Cayden Latrail Ward
Lauren Anne Weber
Abby Meredith Welke
Madison Nicole Young

Kylee Jo Severs

John E. Menger
Thomas Lee Morton
Zach T. Paden
Demiana Cameron Page
Paul Anthony Pederson
Justin Jarrett Powell
Jordan Ray Rogers
Teague Richard Schnell
Bailey Jacob Schultz
Ethan Daniel Silvernail
Caden A. Smith
Caleb Bradley Sullard
Jaydon Trevaun Suppes
Jackson Cole Swindell
McKenzie Lynn Trent
Micah Enoch Trent  Bronson Solomon Woods
William Wameng Vang  Alexander D. Yanchunas

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Joshua R. Hernandez  Kyle Gerald Richards
Muhammad Burhan Khan

**• Economics •**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Guanlin Li  Jailey Rose O’Connor
Sevin Machel Newport

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Jenna Brooke Neighbors  Dalton McNeil Perry

**• Geography •**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Levi James Feazel  Jade Bradley Sullivan
Rachel Christine Porter

**• Geology •**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Benjamin Herschell Emmert  Hannah R. Kunze
Olivia Kate Galvez

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Victoria Jean Hughes  Benjamin George Oister
Edward Noyo Iyonsi  Ally Nicole Swafford
Ian George Kallenberg  Sydney Eileen Swisher
Ricky Angel Matos

**• Geophysics •**

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Benjamin George Oister

**• Geospatial Information Science •**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Jacob Ryan Mote

**• Mathematics •**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Collin Charles Bazzell  Kristen Alicia Johnson
Brandon T. Billingsly  Lolly Alexa Livie Pierre
Madelyn Dale Blue  Nicholas Benz Reynolds
Jensen Bailey Bridges  Ethan Kevin Shupe
Summer Ann Chaffin  David Jack Smith
Gage Alexander Clark  Cort Vanzant
Sophie HaoBing Fosmire  Jesse Coy Wallace
Vyn Chase Hubbard  Nathaniel Thomas Ward
Arthur Brock James  Cenjia Zeng

**• Medicinal and Biophysical Chemistry •**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Noah Benjamin Smith
**Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Jordyn Sierrah Alexander
- Riley Isaiah Armstead
- Clare Mai Anh Barr
- Courtney Paige Brannen
- Donyail Lynn Bryant
- Taylor Ann Buice
- Devin Tina Burdine
- Lucas N. Cook
- Ashlynn M. Crichtley
- Maggie Lyn deNoyelles
- Clauddia Elizabeth Durkee
- Victoria Marie Everhart
- Zariah Dashae Gunn
- Joshua Shammah Hottel
- Kayla Kablia Lee
- Jacob Alexander Lieberman
- Ashton Nichole Linton
- Dulandika Peiris Malalage
- Josie Marie McFarland
- Ryan J. Morrison
- Courtney Grace Moyer

- Andew James Narrin
- Elijah Jacob Neal
- Alexus Alexandria Nguyen
- Hannah Elizabeth Ray
- Morgan Elizabeth Ray
- Madeline A. Reichert
- Carla Angelica Ritter-Urrutia
- Bryce Arthur Scroggins
- Ashton Elisabeth Self
- Dozier Johnson Smith
- Keeley Marie Sullivan
- Moriah Jaye Thompson
- Jara Luella Thorp
- Windsor Kha Ky Tien
- Pasfu Vang
- Charlie Ann Vermeire
- Brittney Renee Willis
- Averly Nicole Wilson
- Rebecca Emma Wilson

**Multidisciplinary Studies**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Denisse Alessandra Alaniz-Ramirez
- Blakely Erin Batson
- Ethan Dean Bunch
- Geovanny Daniel Cajamarca
- Presli Findley
- Merik C. Gates
- Madelynn Rose Holloway
- Brittani Michelle Horn
- Emily Marie Jones
- Reid Kleman
- Allison Marie Koch

- Louis William Krivanek IV
- Sean LaFerry
- Carissa Lee
- Haedyn Elizabeth Leigh
- Faith Ellen Luce
- Ethan Jett Millican
- Alexis Ann Moran
- Angela Solberg
- Mary Katherine Streller
- Mark William Sullivan

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Erica Christie Fowble

- Victoria Nichole Salinas

**Multimedia Journalism**

**Spring 2024 Candidates**
- Carson Isaac Buller
- Cooper D. Carr
- Taylor Lynne Carroll
- Jonathan Logan Engles
- Emma Grace Haley
- Lindsey J. Hiette
- Teyte Roberds Holcomb
- Miles Davis Jennings

- Joel Robert Olivarez
- Sarah Renee Orszuburn
- Mallory Kay Pool
- Lilly Noelle Smith
- Autumn Tonja Sterling
- Rheagan Lendsey Stinnett
- Claire Elizabeth Thomas

**Summer 2024 Candidates**
- Jaycee Renee Hampton

- Brylee Ann Smith
• Music Industry •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Annalise Elizabeth Abernathy  
Matthew Ryan Cox  
Jillian Elizabeth Cunningham  
Eric Carlton Eppstein  
Jacie Allen Gibbs  
Harley Ann Houston  
Jackson Kenneth Kiger  
Lucas Town Lee  
Damian Mancilla  
Jordan Elizabeth Roberts  
Benjamin John Sidwell  
Mitchell Lee Tiger

• Physics •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Matthew Joseph Greene  
Keaton R. Lollis  
William Matthew Roche  
Amelia Louise Rutter  
Garrett Ray Thornton

• Physiology •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Sophie Rose Harston  
Mitchell Ray Hartwig  
Haley G. Houk  
Kathryn M. Kay  
Jaylee Jentry Lemons  
Jacob Alexander Lieberman  
Brianna Marie Maguire  
Makayla Kinley Pate  
Camille Bryn Shelton  
Harrison Kelly Themer  
Magdaline Shae Tucker

• Plant Biology •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Addison Grace Darby  
Zoe N. Hester  
Wyatt Kenneth Moore  
Grace Ann Pruner  
Brett Taylor Thomason

• Political Science •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Elshaddai Ali  
Coleman Forest Armstrong  
Nathan Kyle Clark  
Hunter Mccaslin Cobb  
Lexus Nicole Contreras  
Sarah Elizabeth Easterly  
Kristyn Michelle Fields  
Lior Garzon  
Timothy Marc Gunsaulus  
Kennady Jeanette Harper  
Noah Israel Jines  
Conner Davis Knight  
Harper Catherine Meehan  
Damon Cameron O’Brien, Jr.  
Kelsalyn Aubree Orrick  
Kaitlyn Ailise Pinkerton  
Wylie Joe Ruggs  
Jaxon R. Skaggs  
Brandon L. Snow  
Savannah Lynne Strickland  
Tyler Gage Trimble  
Chloe Soleil Trush  
Paul Wesley Winters II

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Mackenzie Steele

• Psychology •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Ashton Kirby Allen  
Lily Ann Anderson  
Peyton H. Anthony  
Rachel Corinne Atwood  
Camilla Mae Austin  
Daniel Ryan Badillo  
Jessie Kirk Barker  
Heather Leigh Beauchamp  
Kelsey Anne Benedict  
Jamie Caitlyn Berberick  
Riley Hunter Bleakley  
Montgomery Lee Boler
Laney Sueko Sims  
Izabella Ty Skinner  
Hannah Gail Smith  
Kaylee Smith  
Marleigh Kay Smith  
Taylor Victoria Smith  
Alexandria Mack‘el D’shae Spence  
Misty Amber Steffen  
Hannah Nichole Stewart  
Scott Nicholas Stewart  
Makiah Paige Torres  
Alexis Dawn Tucker-Rangel  
Shayla Leif Tyger  
Julian Cueva Valencia  

Devin Star Walker  
Cora Adelle Warntjes  
Joshua Jackson Warwick  
Paeton Nicole Watkins  
Melody R. Weimer  
Jillian Avery White  
Gillian D. Wicker  
Cassidy Caitlyn Wilbourn  
Olivia Jo Williams  
Kristen Lynn Wilson  
Shayla Rhea Wilson  
Emily R. Winn  
Shelbie Ann Winzenburg  
Jaylene Xiong  

Summer 2024 Candidates

Annaston Paige Alvarado  
Gavin Todd Baker  
Rosava Lillian Bibelheimer  
Matthew Nicholas Buhr  
Sa’Mya A. Crosslen  
Elizabeth Grace Dixon  
Vanessa Yamileth Franco  
Hannah Jolie Goodall  
Nitzy Hermosillo  
Aanunique Rayvionna Holmes  
Iyana R. Jones  
Landon Taylor Kellogg  
Sara Katherine Kopp  
Saylah Ashley Moody  
Paige Moua  
Catherine Phuoc An Nguyen  
Laura Sadi Elisabeth Oswalt  
Jessica Mary Pope  
Amber Marie Reyes  
William A. Salts  
Morgan Lynn Sammons  
Rebecca LeAnne Todd  
Kaylee Marie Turner  
Joshua James Van Oort  
Raquel Maureen Judith Vann-Moore  
Brandi Rachelle Vanscoy  
Bianna Angel Wolford  
Danielle Leigh Yockey  

• Sociology •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Adrian Elisabeth Alexander  
Nicholas Aleksandr Andry  
Katharine Paige Barlow  
Mary Kathleen Bobo  
Nicholas Brent Bowlan  
Taylor Dean Bridgeman  
Zyneycea L. Deffenbaugh  
A’le’jah Monique Douglas  
Hailey Jaclyn Freeman  
Katharena Garoas  
Kathryn Grace Carolyne Geer  
Keith Edward Goodwin  
Leanne Michelle Haner  
Brianna M. Hotz  
Meagan N. Jackson  
Braden Riley Jennings  
Odalis Vanessa Lopez-Saenz  
Mary Adrian Martin  
Jenna Renee Mendoza  
Mackenzie Mae Methvin  
Madison Jing Millington  
Eve Lea Nance  
Kelsalyn Aubree Orrick  
Jocelyn Kim Parker  
Sydney Leaann Peach  
Lauren Michelle Phillips  
Ashley Elisabeth Quillen  
Garrett Thomas Rex  
Jared Ivan Richter  
Grace Margueritte Robinson  
Caleb Don Tadlock  
Camron Darnise Walker  
Chipper Andrew Webb  

Summer 2024 Candidates

Anna Clare Baggett  
Karly Jo Brown  
Kaden J. Mitchell  
Mirra Journe Platner  
Gregory David Rome  
Jodie Marie Setterlund  

• Sports Media •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Gavin Hixson Bender  
Landon James Bethea
Braden Rudy Bush  
Jason William Clause  
Davis Michael Cordova  
Samuel Benjamin De La Paz  
Jake Ryan Ferraro  
Nicholas Drue Friesen  
Timothy Thomas Froehlich  
Chase Landon Horsley  
Emma Gail Lightfoot  
Braden Cooper Marsh  
Derek James Mendez  
Maxwell Christian Moody  
Payton R. Mullikin  
Zachary Michael Mullis  
Jenna Ann Murff  
Johnna O’neal Orange  
Luke Andrew Parish  
Alyssa Nicole Pena  
Ryan Patrick Schroeder  
Nathan Joseph Shell  
Dylan Logan Taylor  
Sergian Timothy Michael Thomas  
Jared Cole Weiberg  
Ivan P. White  
Elizabeth Graemme Withrow  
Isaac M. Womble

• Statistics •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Blakley Rene Alden  
Caroline Johanna Borger  
Jensen Bailey Bridges  
Alec Troy Christiansen  
Jack R. Corcoran  
Isabella Amai Grosinsky  
Zhentao Liu  
Yujie Wang  
Nathaniel Thomas Ward  
Cenjia Zeng

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Delaney Ruth Dice

• Strategic Communication •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Brooke Elizabeth Addison  
Tenley J. Bogle  
Lindsey Louise Bouvier  
Abigail Marie Cage  
Benjamin Michael Clark  
Natalie Anne Cox  
Jillian Suzanne Donley  
Ellie Moore Donowho  
McKenna Reece Ford  
Emma Grace Grimshaw  
Jayce Lynn Guilfoyle  
Tatum Olivia Johnston  
Hannah Payge Kennedy  
Bethany Grace Merino  
Anna Kathleen Morris  
Caroline Taylor Mosier  
Bryanna Caroline Nickel  
Gracie Jean Palmer  
Mallory Kay Pool  
Jodi Kathleen Powell  
Brittney Nicole Purcell  
Triston Taylor Read  
Diego Richards-Ceballos  
Alyssa Danielle Schneebaer  
Kaylie Alexsandra Sequira  
Elise Kay Siebert  
Scottlynn Danyelle Silva  
Caroline Grace Skagggs  
Rheagan Lendsey Stinnett  
Taesi Janae Stroud  
Lauren B. Tefft  
Kacy Lynn Tyson  
Morgyn Kamille Vela  
Kaitlynn Joan Marie Walters  
Jenna Carolyn Williams  
Katelyn E. Woods

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Raynie Skye Charlene Cravatt

• Zoology •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Emma Leigh Ainsworth  
Alyssa Kae Alexander  
Karsten William Beneux  
Athen Campbell Botchlet  
Lauren Geneva Boydston  
Jesse Thomas Brewster  
Colby James Brown  
Aryanna Renee Carr  
Ella Marie Cremer  
Brynlee Baye Cue  
Garett R. Eagan  
Torin Jene Enevoldsen  
Cayden Renee Evans  
Antonio Rafael Gilestra
| Malarie Elizabeth Golbek                      | Kaitlyn Elizabeth Martin                      |
| Anastasia Katherine Goodwin                  | Trinity Elizabeth McMahon                    |
| Ashley Lillette Gorritti                    | Elizabeth Anne Marie Medeiros                |
| Laura Michelle Grossner                     | Mason Danielle Miller                        |
| Brianna Paige Hahn                           | Sydney Veronica Mitchell                    |
| Olivia Shay Hamilton                         | Wyatt Kenneth Moore                          |
| Carolyn Elizabeth Herndon                   | Ian Lee Parker                                |
| Sarah Antigone Jarvis                       | Jenny Rios                                    |
| Dushawn Darius Jones                        | Conner Wayne Risley                          |
| Larry Mason Knippelmier Kelsey              | Braedyn Ellery Romero                        |
| Elena Julia Maria Lawson                    | Allison Sandra Rondeau                       |
| Rosalie Noel LeMay                          | Clara Ann Rupp                                |
| Elena Grace Liebl                           | Savannah Rebekah Sowards                     |
| Emily Jo Liles                              | Joshua Allen Steinle                         |
| Kennadi Alexis Logan-Johnson                | Jacob R. Tupper                              |
| Mason Wayne Lough                           | Haley Aileen Votava                          |
| Nathan Joshua Lynn                          | Emma Leigh Wilson                            |
| **SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**                  |                                               |
| Cordelia Clementine Bray                     | T'ariah Jolenn Sprouls                       |

**BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES**

| SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES                      |                                               |
| Edith Alaniz                                | Konnor Sue Lanker                            |
| Samuel Eddie Alvarez, Jr.                   | Caleb Andrew Marcum                          |
| Seth Lemar Brown                            | Christina Lane Mason                          |
| Justin Edwards                              | Sandra Suzanne Moffatt                        |
| Kassie Alexandra Gann                       | Kiley Rae Moore                               |
| Thomas Leffler Gibbons                      | Jaden Moran                                   |
| Brooke Nicole Givens                        | Jamie Bardin Patrick                         |
| Cameron Michael Gunther                     | Owen Lee Piersall                            |
| Tracy Elaine Guyton                         | Tiffany Kimberly Prescott                    |
| Katelin Trinity Henderson                   | Hannah Pumphrey                               |
| Taylor Marie Hendrix                        | Jessica Marie Rojas                           |
| Julie Taylor Hinchey                        | Michael G. Rowell                            |
| Andrea Iniguez                              | Jason Archibald Stewart                      |
| Kamdyn J. Klingsick                         | Elyssa Lynn Teel                             |
| **SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**                  |                                               |
| Braxton Richard Hall                        | Jake Ryan Thau                               |
| Mason James McCabe                          | Elijah Shamar Vice                           |
| Christina Dawn Smith                        |                                               |
Bachelor of Science

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Marshall Akwei Addo    Kevin Earl Kribbs
Michael Alexander Andi    Jake Milo Lammes
Savannah Rayne Asher    John W. Latzke
Parker Todd Birdsong    Caleb D. Laverty
Emily Dorothy Blinn     Nate Austin Leonard
Benjamin William Brandt   Tyler John Levin
Dallas Robert Carpenter    Philip A. Lewis
Alexander Scott Cerra
Jessica Alyssa Coffman    Dale Anthony Lindsey, Jr.
Chloe Kay Conkling       Brooks Taylor McClintock
Billy Loyd Cummings II   Liam Thomas McDermott
Erin Catherine Dornan    Cade Anderson McLain
Trevor Allen Duncan      Logan Alexander Moonier
Emma Caitlyn Dunnigan    Ryan M. Moore
Lauren Nicole Flynn      Matthew Anthony Noaks
Dana Mollie Friend       Reid Edward Palmer
Joseph Eldon Fritz       Cade A. Rader
Tyler Austin Galow       Kevin Scott Rapacki
Clarence H. Garrison     Rhiannon KaShay Ross
Reid Thomas Grigsby      Sarah Lynne Schafer
Ethan Cole Hambek        Elijah David Siebersma
Maxwell Clay Hartman     Brett M. Smith
Cameron N. Hasson        Matthew Alan Smith
Tyler Roy Helm           Samuel George Smola
Colby Ryan Hensley       Benson Ray Stephens
Karter Elaine Hill       Clark Arthur Stroup
Carson Charles Holder    Zachary Owen Talbot
Ana Michelle Ichazo      Jonathan William Thomas
Jarod Robert Kadel       Trevor Nolan Thornton
Miller S. Karns          Charles King Turner
Jason Clay Knight        Luke M. Walton
Hayden A. Knox           Dillon Paul Worley

Summer 2024 Candidates

Samuel Fisher Cosper    Wallace Frank Moore, Jr.
Kelly Ann Flores        William Daniel Peska
Tyler Joseph Frederick  Brett Wesley Thomas
Alec Mikael Heiskanen   Nicole Veronica Van Winkle
Noah Lee Kilgore        Jackson Carter Warren

• Apparel Design and Technology •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Kaitlin Grace Ayers     Presley Noelle Turner

• Applied Exercise Science •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Lauren Hope Ables       Tara Elizabeth Bartley
Mallory Victoria Baker  Kayle LeeAnn Bearpaw
Tristan James Ball      Caroline Reed Bentley
Grace Kathryn Memory Bledsoe  Brant Russell Machtolff
Adam James Blount  Cameron Alise MacKenzie
Stryder Timothy Bowman  Jacob M. Mand
Barrett Matthew Bradbury  Ty David McByrd
Mary Grace Brandt  Grace Elizabeth McReynolds
Mollie Layne Breiner  Sadie Faith McWilliam
Aiden Brown  Maleah R. Mendenhall
Joseph Allen Brown III  Kylee Dee Myers
Sheldon Michael Buchanan  Keirston Erica Oakley
Omar Casillas  Jake Richard Pearman
Pearson Dod Clapp  Taylor Phillips
Caitlin Jewell Cooper  Jolie Paige Press
Jacob Scott Cosby  Lindsey Dale Prewett
Mya Grace Ellingson  Connor Ray Prince
Ashton Taylor Ernest  Whitney Nichole Rivers
Joshua A. Factor  Kyleigh Janai Rose
Ashley Michelle Fritch  Jordan Ashley Schlarb
Blayke Adrianne Gilmore  Mikayla Rae Scott
Jackson Thomas Glenn  Lucia Ann Segovia
Joseph Scott Hengemuhle  Blake Anthony Shaffer
Emma Grace High  Sophy Sara Shibu
Maddison Hinson-Tolchard  Hannah Brooke Shipman
Addison Leigh Holley  Garrett Russell Smith
Alyson Rhea Jaramillo  Channing Elizabeth Stroebel
Riley Faith Jensen  Taylor Nicole Stufflebean
Alexia Kelley  Trinity Sloan Tisdale
Courtlynn Mae King  Justin Diego Vega
Kayden Dayne King  Bailey Mckenzie Webb
Kaden Matthew LaFortune  Savana Leigh Winkler
Anthony Wayne Lawrence III  Carlee E. Wright

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Jayden S. Absher  Zachary Campbell Rycroft
Pete Alonso  Samuel Joseph Schafer
Kolten Marshal Childers  Caleb Wesley Smith
Megan Elisabeth Hart  Heather Sue Stiles
Emily Nicole Jackson  Sydney Michelle Thiessen
Sophia Mae Knautz  Dynton Jeffrey Townsend
Michelle Mauricio  Abigail S. Van Andel

**Career and Technical Education**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Zachary Smith

**Design, Housing and Merchandising**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Brynn Elizabeth Baker  Donald Brock Orf
Christy Duran  Trey Dale Powell
Scottlynn Mckenna Riley Meyers

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Avery Suzanne Pillion

**Early Child Care and Development**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**
Ebony Q. Adams  Jacki Alexandra Lynn

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**
Cheyenne Dinwiddie
• Elementary Education •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne Natalie Alsbrooks</td>
<td>Laynie M. Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikki Jo Anderson</td>
<td>Maci Allison Morrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Elizabeth Bacon</td>
<td>Kayla Allison Murphree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adela-May Baxleyova</td>
<td>Taylor Anne Narrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn Elise Baxter</td>
<td>Adriana Lynn Nawrot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiKayla Paige Beck</td>
<td>Karley Paige Nees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaci Jo Bowker</td>
<td>Sydney Lynn Osmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbigail Reanna Breuer</td>
<td>Eleni Ana Papathanasiou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Diana Carey</td>
<td>Amanda Jean Parli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darcie Nicole Chappell</td>
<td>Elizabeth Marie Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe J. Clark</td>
<td>Michelle Aileen Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey A. Cope</td>
<td>Trinity N. Picklo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Court</td>
<td>Rylee Marie Pyles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Katherine Craig</td>
<td>Sheridan Grace Ragle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyndal LaRue Davis</td>
<td>Lauren Renee Ransom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Nichole Dean</td>
<td>Madelyn Paige Reeves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Roberta Emerson</td>
<td>Hailey Jane Rieger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makylee Faith Enix</td>
<td>Ava-Claire Rigdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Carli Fallwell</td>
<td>Shilo Mercedes Risenhoover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keely Jade Guthens</td>
<td>Kyrah Kashlin Nichole Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia A. Greer</td>
<td>Skyler Alexandra Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Isabell Gregory</td>
<td>Katherine Rebekah Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makenzie Lavahn Halton</td>
<td>Emily Paige Schlehuber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tavor Danyon Hammer</td>
<td>Sierra Rae Sewell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdelyn N. Harry</td>
<td>Addison Marie Shreffler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Olivia Havenstrite</td>
<td>Gillian Kate Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashtyn Caroline Herd</td>
<td>Morgan Bailey Stinnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Faith Johnson</td>
<td>Gracelyn Elizabeth Stuckey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayla Dawn Kilby</td>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Tate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Dawn King</td>
<td>Karlie Mariah Terrill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyse Michelle Lanning</td>
<td>Logan Patricia Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikki Marie Lawder</td>
<td>Grace Nicole Van Hoewyk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Grace Lomeli</td>
<td>Joshua William Vick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany L. Lovell</td>
<td>Avery Jean Volk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan M. Martin</td>
<td>Emmy Caroline Wade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Nicole Martin</td>
<td>Tiffany Dawn Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sailor Michael Martin</td>
<td>Bailey Danyelle Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maleah Rae Mayfield</td>
<td>Lainey Caroline Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie LeighAnn McDonald</td>
<td>Caroline Joyce Weir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna Jo Melton</td>
<td>Lauren Kimberly Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaKenzie Janelee Miller</td>
<td>Tenley Marie Wooldridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Mackenzie Mitchell</td>
<td>Shea Kathryn Wortham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby Ann Montgomery</td>
<td>Hope Elise Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Ann Moore</td>
<td>Lovette Karisma Zepeda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Health Education and Promotion •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jared M. Croston</td>
<td>Marie Michell Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Maria Lopez</td>
<td>Jailee M. Williams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Human Development and Family Science •

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Anne Adams</td>
<td>Kinsley Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby Reagan Boatright</td>
<td>Serena M. Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baleigh Nicole Brickman</td>
<td>Jillian Marie Harpe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hayden Michael Hurst
Kathryn Marie Jones
Branna McKaye Keeler
Mariah Andie Martin
Angel D. Marzett
Giovana Mello Henrique
Lane Michael Miller

Jayci Brooke Moody
Jadyn Hope Neuschaefer
Braden Anthony Pannell
Divanny Alejandra Perez-Gutierrez
Emily Taylor Dreshold Shoemaker
Claire Katherine Stolfa
Aspen Laurel Rae Swaim

Summer 2024 Candidates
London Louise Bell
Jamison Danielle Black
Jayden Nicole Davis-Booker

• Nursing: RN to BSN •

McKinnley R. Albright
Madison Aryne Marie Cox
Jennifer Erin Dennis
Jadyn Breann Flores Montgomery
Bruce O. Gayer
Emily Omolade Haastrup
Amanda Mechele Hancock
Mariah Lynn Herron
Crystal Faith Hunter
Lexington Anne Jacobs
Nei Za Kristine Khim
Kayci B. Loveland

Hannah N. Dial
Caidyn Brielle Garrett

Spring 2024 Candidates

• Nutritional Sciences •

Macy Abshere
Betsy Allison Bales
Brynne Ardis Bogie
Abbie Marie Dorhauer
Haley Marie Frescaz
Ryan Elizabeth Gaskins
Kaylin Diane Gilliam
Mariela Araceli Govea
Averi Lynn Herburger
Parker Randall Johnson
Savannah Jean Kauk
Claire Elizabeth Knudtson
Abie Jo Koh
Valeze D'Shea Law-Vaughn
Marah Laray Martinez
Addison Leigh McGill
Kathryn Regina Mcnally

Tina Iye Ebob Mokwe
Ysabella L. Mosier
Caitlin Gene Norris
Katlyn Alexandra Oberste
Haminat Feyisope Odejimi
Deborah Lynn Sadler
Emma Wanjurir Salanic
Quincee Renee' Smith
Samantha Kay Ward
Mikeesha Lynnette Wildcat
Sydney Ashlyn Willis
Kindra Jo Woodall

Summer 2024 Candidates
Montana Kaitlyn Flores
Jeremy Warren Kenton

• Public Health •

MiKayla Marie Caldwell
Heidi Mary Demeo

Rachel N. Wells

Ndeye Aissatou Dione
Mia Love Feehan
Hannah Elizabeth Fiscus
Hannah Brooke Gritzmaker
Anna Hausher
Riley Austin Jackson
Claire Marie Pratt

Hailey Rashell Rhodes
Raegan L. Robinson
Sammie Allison Smith
Makayla Noel Vick
Alexander Sweeting Watkins IV

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES

Jaci Kay Crow
Franky Camila Diaz

• Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES

Jayden Elizabeth Fiebiger
Jayden Nicole Laughlin
Allyson Paige May
Macy Hope Musser

Erica Loris Nemeth
Abigail Leigha Reese
Nora Michele Robledo

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES

Berkley Olivia Parton

• Secondary Education •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES

Elsa Brylin Berry
Cheyenne Alexis Blanco
Madelyn Dale Blue
Sheyenne Marie Brown
Samuel Raymond Byers
Summer Ann Chaffin
Gage Alexander Clark
Kade T. Copenhagen
Elise Kay Delancy
Ian Christopher Edenfield
Jaime Emmanuel Gutierrez Ulloa
Kyndal Ann Hinton
Hannah R. Kunze
Lauryn Avery Melchert

Trevor Walker Oates
Ashlyn Elizabeth O’Rourke
Brock A. Parham
Ellery Kate Price
Abigail Louise Richards
Maria Isabela Risley
Dakota Lane Schrader
Nathan N. Sellers
Trever Lynn Sockey
Tyler Steven Sockey
Olivia Faith Thomas
Larin Elizabeth Wade
Heather Linda Nicole Ward

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN SCIENCES

• Design, Housing and Merchandising •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES

Daylyn Marie Baskind
Erin Kelly Belmear
Morgan Leigh Burnett
Hao Dinh
Chauntal Cecily Renee Dudley
Cayli Brooke Fox
Morgan Marie Garrett
Jenna Michelle Gunter
Taylor Klabenes
Elizabeth Angela Mateo-Johnson
Autumn Hope McCart
Kaylee Ann Meyer

Allison Leah Nguyen
Heather Xen Pidcock
Amanda Grace Psencik
Grace Addison Rash
Riley Dawn Roesch
Brandon Michael Scott
Lauren Kyndell Selman
Amya Mercedes Sims
Emma Kate Stewart
Gracyn Claire Upton
Kylee M. Vogt
Elsie Mae Wright

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES

Sebastian Arias
Leah K. Brainerd
Jacob Dillon Hartsfield

Meredith Grace Mountford
Carolyn Ann York
Human Development and Family Science

Spring 2024 Candidates
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Albrecht
Brittney Renea Asberry
Zoe Catherine Boschee
Devan LeAnn Briix
Dalen Jay Burns
Mackenzie Byte
Nicole Marie Caughlin
Zachary Edward Cherry
Dru Annabella Cochran
Alyssa Joyce Dominguez
Lily Foss
Serena M. Gray
Kylee Rian Irwin
Karsen Channing Kanaly
Elese Kathryn Kerr

Caroline Suzanne Ketchel
Claire Elise Kinnaird
Lillie Ellen Kirby
Magdelyn Rae Morgan
Jaiden LeeAnn New
Malese Darlene Pete
Kailee Marie Reese
Leslie Rodriguez Ruiz
Carter Paul Salinas
Keyaireah Lashaunta Smith
Sophia Kay Syverson
Erin Rebekah Graf Vysotsky
Gabrielle Isabel Wall
Bayley Renee Walter
Mckenzie Paige Watland

Summer 2024 Candidates
Devon Cheyanne Holland

Nutritional Sciences

Spring 2024 Candidates
Taylor G’Ann Allen
Bailee Jo Arthur
Kayla Linn Beenen
Krupa N. Bhakta Bhakta
Marysol Dela Cruz Brandon
Avery M. Cannon
Avery H. Case
Caleb Ryan Collier
Parker B. Darnell
Halle Reese Dugan
Whitney Alexis Dye
Cameron Faye Freeland
Nishi N. Gandhi
Avery Eloise Gudgel
Taylor Cae Hart
Macy Kay Jones

Kaitlin Noel Koons
Madison F. Lawson
Avery Yichen Lewis
Kate Susanne Lobpries
Kylie Elizabeth Love
Lily W. MacNaughton
Angelica Marian Pfefferkorn
Autumn Marie Poe
Maxwell Theodore Premetz
Lilly Faith Ruark
Anna Elizabeth Sampson
Joseph Antonio-Lancon Sanchez
Allison Lee Santimaw
Margaret Dianne Starr
Zoe Ann Zarecki

Summer 2024 Candidates
Kennedy Nicole Lillard

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing

Spring 2024 Candidates
Dustin Steele Holland

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2024 Candidates
Taylor Samone Acree
Kaleb Ronaldo Aguila
David Joshua Atkinson, Jr.
Stephanie Ann Biggs

Avamarie Donnyale Blackmon
Victoria Alyse Bledsoe
Rachel Michelle Bradford
Kimberly Kay Cooksey
Dalton James Cooper
Aubrianna Patrice Diaz
Christa Victoria Fisher
Gabriel Thomas Franzoia
Morgan Paige Green
Paige Elizabeth Guarry
Yujia Guo
Kendyll Lynett Harris
Jordan Makayla Hutchinson
Alexandria Nicolette Irizarry
Ashley D. Johnson
Taylor Leanne Kennedy
Sophie Ann Kluckman
Amberly Morgan Koehn
Logan James LaNou
Taylor Paige Lindly
Brittany L. Lovell
Alisha Matthews
Clarissa LeeAnn Milton
Joseph Phares Mitchell
Samuel Allan Morgan
Hazen James Newman
Jaelynn A. Noisey
Christina Elena Pester
Brooklyn Rose Phillips
Kaley Raye Pullen
Lexie D. Reihm
Ida Faye Schuermann
Gregory Travis Scroggins
Heather Marie Seabolt
Maggie Saige Shannon
Richard L. Shook, Jr.
Brett Olan Standlee
Jessica Lea Stone
Brianna N. Trice
Taylor A. Turney
Michelle D. Whitney
Belle M. Wood
Elijah A. Wright

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Whitney Nickole Ball
Tierney Shea Collins
Amy N. Cummings
Logan Alexis Durheim
William Lane Forsythe
Estefania Jasso-Garcia
Kayla Jean Landers
Lisa Leann Morland
Spencer Lorrell Neal
Evan Dyrald O’Toole
Roy Tyre Pinder
Stephanie Dawn Ramirez
TauJai Kiaira Meshele Wesley

COMPREHENSIVE TRANSITION POSTSECONDARY CERTIFICATE
Career and Community Studies
SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Matthew Aaron Sitton
Maggie Elizabeth Suter
Kaden-Lee Drew White

62
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Hanchen Huang, Dean

Bachelor of Architectural Engineering

Spring 2024 Candidates
Sydney Ann Clopton
Eli Michael Harris

Bachelor of Architecture

Spring 2024 Candidates
Moaz Fahad Alkandari
Hannah Michelle Knam
Zachary Jordan Benke
Reem Khaled Mansy
Ally Nicole Burchett
Stephen Charles Millet, Jr.
Cassidy A. Cluck
Christian Azad Rosas-Hamilton
Tien Thuy Do
Henry Miller Traxel
Eli Michael Harris
Aaron Paul Wagnitz
Beau N. Henheha
Siying Wendy Wu
Molly Lenore Hoback

Summer 2024 Candidates
Logan C. Stites
Carson D. Voelker

Bachelor of Science

• Architectural Design Studies •

Spring 2024 Candidates
Tec Dayton Bush

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Spring 2024 Candidates
Husien Ahmed Al Sakini
Ryan Kenneth Evans
Serge Arnaud Amangoua
Kade Edmund Faith
Brooks E. Benson
Charles Joseph Fett
Mason Boaz Biliske
Michaile Renee Gann
Kristen Marie Bird
Andrew Eric Geelen
Jackson Mayer Blessington
Matthew Joseph Greene
Jordan Walker Block
Madison Rae Hill
Alexander Lee Booker
Samuel David Hjelm
Tyler Scott Bozeman
Thomas Evan Hosty
Michael Ross Bragg
Trevor Hughes
Samantha Marie Bratcher
Grayson Clark Hurst
Mason Carter Bratton
Hunter Kay Joy
Blake T. Brown
Luis William Kastner
Keau Jordan Cavanah
Kurt Spencer Kauk
Aaron Habakkuk Chrismon
Benjamin James Klingman
Nicolas Anthony Cianfrone
Joshua P. Klingman
John Michael Cipolla
Conner Wells Kramer
Tyler Douglas Cloyes
Samuel Patrick Kratovich
Ryan Trent Coppoc
William Andrew Krieg
Charles Hamilton Daggett II
Aaron D. Lawson
Ferenc Attila Deak
Hudson Dean Little
Kyler Scott Takuya Dennis
Keaton R. Lollis
Dalton Chen Deputy
Dawson Garrett Manning
Dylan Paul Rhys Mantooth
Adam Joseph Markiewicz
Carson McClain
Bryce Everett Miller
Caden Kent Mincey
Mitchell Cass Murray
Christian Harter Muttiah
Robert Joseph Paddock
Mario A. Pando, Jr.
Peyton Aubrey Patterson
Elam Ross Pebworth
Peyton A. Pierson
Hector Alejandro Ramirez Zeigler
Veladapu Laksmi Narayana Preston Rao
Abraham Josiah Red
Eli Vincent Richard
Logan Dale Rock
Braden Clark Rodgers
Noah Felipe Rodriguez
Austin Jakob Rouser
Andrew Steven Rowley
Nicholas Ray Schmitt
Austin Christopher Schuster
Jarrett Christopher Schwarz
Gavin Daniel Sockey
Katelyn Briann Spillman
Andrey Michael Stevenson
Peyton Lee Stice
Emily Marie Taber
Logan Andrew Thornton
Natalie Thornton
Nathan Justin Walters
Avery Christian Walton
Zachary Jason Williams
Jacob Alexander Willis
Brett Riley Winter
Devon Ray Wiseman
Simon Joseph Young
Stephen Dee Young II

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Ethan Landry Biedenstein

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Spring 2024 Candidates
Grace Elizabeth Beiergrohslein
Stephen Paul Fuhrmann
Emily Faith Hurst
Cecilia Jimenez
Alan Zechariah Liu
Samuel Patrick Mason
Gavin Kyle McCullough
Kathryn Ann Miller
Kailey Elizabeth O’Connor
Erycka Rhaye Pretorius
Garrett Dean Seger
Mason Elizabeth Settle

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Spring 2024 Candidates
Brinkli M. Abbitt
Fatimah Ibrahim Albutayyan
Basel Isa Aldhahri
Hamdan Adel H. Alghamdi
Mahdi M R H M Alhabeeb
Mohammed Mahmoud Alkandari
Jackson Trigg Panther
Lauren Elise Bergman
Aidan Paul Bersche
Adam Stroud Bryson
Jose A. Chavez
Keaton McClain Cissell
Charles William Cragar
Jared J. Crawford
Sophia Nicole De Luca
Ellison Ceniza Denoso
Gerald Wayne DeRogers, Jr.
Cole Steven Dixon
Zachary Bryan Engelken
Anfaal M A A Faraj
Ebraheem A A A Faraj
Spencer Lee Farthing
Taylor Nicole Foster
Nathan Lee Franklin
Kole James Frederick
Adonis Royjon-Marcenceio Gardner
Thomas Lawson Harris
Duncan C. Ille
Johnathon Rupert Kemp
Kylie B. Kerr
Margaux J. Lavenue
Megan A. Lyman
Mejalaa Mega Jayaseelan
Adrian Mariah Tate Miller
Alexander Jackson Miller
Salem T A S Mubarak
Dylan Reid Nanney
Kyle James Nicholson
Kayla Thanh Uyen Thi Pham
Finnigan RiverMarie Thi Pham
George Robert Sheaff
Sean M. Smart
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Abdulrahman T R M Alameeri
Chandler Charles Wade Beck
Nathaniel Tre’Von Bradford
Timothy Mark Bradford
Morgan Marie Bynum
Joshua R. Cowing
David Michael D’Arcy
Kenedi A. Davenport
Victoria Lynn Due
John William Fox
William Carson Fulton
Daniel Harlen Lenox
Michael Refugio Lopez
Shelby Denay Maggard
Jack Thomas McAdams
Luke R. McKenzie
Gabriel McNeill Miller
Dawson Eugene Mock
Samuel Neba Achwa Ndiforchu
Carly Anna Noone
Leglis America Rangel Valero
Allison Janette Storment
Raphael Alfred Wall
Ricky Jay Wilson, Jr.
Zachary Michael Zielinski

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Marisol Dejesus Aranda

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Mason P. Adams
Seth Riley Baucum
Zachary Austin Bland
Jarrett Bryan Crump
Isaac Aiden Devlin
Keenan Kent Holsapple
Steven James Howell, Jr.
Daniel Harrison Huls
Daniel Jacobs
Jackson Alexander Jeffries
Zachary E. Johnson
Thomas Joseph Kidd
Logan C. Larsh
Spencer K. Majma
Robert Lynn Owens III
Jose R. Perez
Cole Austin Petrich
Carson Joseph Sager
Madeleine Day Steele
Ryan Stracener
Kevin J. Thomas
Zachary De’Alahondre Lamans Stealth
Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Abdulrahman A M Y Alkandari
Mohammad A A A Alkharaz
Seth Riley Baucum
Shawn C. Bejcek
James Douglas Boudreaux
Cosette Meredith Byte
Aatir Rehman Cheema
Jarrett Bryan Crump
Hashem Dashti
Isaac Aiden Devlin
Pruitt Richmond Durham
Madison Grace Eulberg
Sehouegnon Ange Seraphin Faton
Gabriel Trent Ferguson
Elijah Lyle Halcomb
Christopher Allen Hale
Brendan Seth Hill
Derek Matthew Holloway
Gage Matthew Howard
Steven James Howell, Jr.
Jackson Alexander Jeffries
Zachary E. Johnson
Thomas Joseph Kidd
Logan C. Larsh
Gregory Sam Lew
Chuexen Matthew Lor
Lee Lor
Samuel Anthony Many
Anthony Herron Mills
Jerryme Dewayne Mitchell
Jonathan Luke Risner
Kaylee Ann Rolph
Carson Joseph Sager
Ethan Kevin Shupe
Scot Harrington Sigler II
Madeleine Day Steele
Jasmine K. Taplin
Luke Stephen Taylor
Jalon Lee Tiger
James David Vich
Alexander Robert Wilburn

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

• Construction Engineering Technology •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Jason Patrick Allen
Carson T. Andrews
David L. Boucher
Raquel Carrillo
Bryce Vicente Clark
Benjamin S. Clements
Eryca Rose Contractor-Janitz
Trent Andrew Desmet
Ramon Laquian Dickens, Jr.
Max David Egbert
Trevon David Gilchrist
Jonathan B. Hagerty
Grant Alan Helmer
Eric Brayden Hotwagner
Kyler Shawn Jenderseck
Kossi Livingstone Kodoe
Karson Brady Leyland
Garrett Cole McAfee
Michael Drake McDaniel
Koda Dow Oller
Ethan Hale Parsons
Garrett Kenneth Peck
Dalton Lee Raibourn
John Ross Roach
Connor Andrew Smith
Grant William Smith
William David Thompson
Nicholas K. Watson
Gage Allen Williams

• Electrical Engineering Technology •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Melanie Latasha Freeman-Vivanco
Jacob Neal Ikeda
Alexander Kurt Maier
Zeb T. McCollum
Luke Michael McComb
Landin David Olandese
Matthew Alexander Palmer
Tyson Hatter Wiens

• Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Brett Patrick Arbuckle
Jingyi Bai
Zhengshen Bai
Cody Michael Bayer
Ty Boone
Kendra Sloan Cadena
Riley Ashden Carlin
Haokai Chen
Jiayao Chen
Siting Chen
Yiteng Chen
Yunhe Chen
Tyler Joseph Cordischi
Xudong Dai
Xingzhe Gao, Sr.
Fengyuan Guo
Jiatong Hao
Junjie He
Yawen Huang
Ilona Michelle Klecka
Cankai Li
Hanxi Li
Qihao Li
Mengdie Liu
Songsheng Liu
Ziyang Liu
Marlene Melendez
Luke Sawyer Mohr
Carson Bradley Moler
Emma Maureen Moorman
Enrique Morales III
Jacob Anthony Morales
Hunter Janecka Schadler
Cody Maverick Seals
Dallas Conner Smith
Cody Taylor
Shuda Wang
Linjian Wei
Yifan Wu
Sanzhi Xiong
Haojun Xu
Qi Xu
Sizhe Yang
Xinch Zhang
Zhifeng Zhang
Shao Yang Zheng
Tianshuo Zheng
Yifei Zhu

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**

Kenneth Steven Buoy
Yaning Hou
Simon Eugene Landrum
Linze Li
Qingxuan Zhang

**Mechanical Engineering Technology**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**

Hudson Noah Caughlin
Arham Chowdhury
Brendan M. Darcy
Kameron Peyton Eleftherakis
Douglas William Fox
Christian Alexis Galvan
Brittany Angel Kelley
Trevor Connor Lindsey
Henry Zale Montague
Jager Freeman Pifer
John Thaddeus Seals
Garet A. Standridge
Jace Colin Stanley
Hayden Chance Steuart

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**

Bella Grace Baker
Peyton Riley Dayer
Zachary Michael Hall
Hannah Lynn Hazelip
Hwanee Dohwan Hwang
Ethan Heinrich Inman
Austin Everett Kirk
Joshua Nicholas Linholm
Landon Ray Lucas
Andrew David Munson
Jacob Ryan O’Hara
Banner Graham Penwell
Makayla Madison Reed
Lindsay Sue Sanford
Austin J. Sawyer
Ananya Singh
Madison Sue Wilson

**SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES**

Savannah Lynn Blasi

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

**SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES**

Husien Ahmed Al Sakini
Savannah Diane Amend
Luke Andrew Antlager
John Patrick Bennett III
Brooks E. Benson
Ethan Landry Biedenstein
Mason Boaz Biliske
Kristen Marie Bird
Jackson Mayer Blessington
Jordan Walker Block
Jose Bocanegra Yanez
Daniel Dakota Bomer
Tyler Scott Bozeman
Corey Allen Bradford
Michael Ross Bragg
Samantha Marie Bratcher
Mason Carter Bratton
Logan Dodge Brewer
Blake T. Brown
William Eugene Brunton
Dustin Beau Cagle
Eric B. Campos-Flores
Keanu Jordan Cavanah
Jackson Martin Caves
Mark Evans Chamberlain
Phillip Daniel Chauvin
Aaron Habakkuk Chrismon
Jacob Thomas Christian
Nicolas Anthony Cianfrone
John Michael Cipolla
Brennon Kaelor Clem
Tyler Douglas Cloyes
Thomas Albert Colston
Don Ross Compston
Korben Michael Cook
Emma Laureen Cooley
Ryan Trent Coppoc
Charles Hamilton Daggett II
Joshua Powell Davies
Benjamin Jason Davis
Ferenc Attila Deak
Kyller Scott Takuya Dennis
Dalton Chen Deputy
Benjamin Michael Dobbins
Mason Harner Dobbs
Troy Bond
Christopher David Dyke
Marlesha Precio Lekeya Unique Ellis
Nicholas Jordan English
Isaac M. Erwin
Ryan Kenneth Evans
Kade Edmund Faith
Charles Joseph Fett
Caleb Andrew Fiddler
Callon Ruth Fish
Dawson Fleak
Charles Allan Fraser
Tyler Scott Frisbie
Michaile Renee Gann
Gonzalo Fabian Garcia
Andrew Eric Geelen
Aubrey Geenen
William Grant Gilbow
Matthew Joseph Greene
Trey Russell Hall
Cassandra Lea-Ann Hardin
John Atwood Harding III
Andrew Pau It Lal Hatlang
Travis Derek Hays
Ella Grace Higgins
Madison Rae Hill
Preston G. Hill
Luke Russell Hilton
James Earl Hinds
Samuel David Hjelm
Thomas Evan Hosty
Trevor Hughes
Grayson Clark Hurst
Brady Adam Johnson
Garrett Joseph Johnson
Nicholas A. Johnson
Hunter Kay Joy
Michael Dean Kane
Luis William Kastner
Kurt Spencer Kauk
Kaitlin Taylor Kavalec
Jacob Thorngate Kay
Carter William Keith
Holden M. Kennedy
Peter J. Khalil
Benjamin James Klingman
Joshua P. Klingman
Benjamin Gabriel Carter Koob
Conner Wells Kramer
Samuel Patrick Kratochvil
William Andrew Krieg
Owen J. Lassahn
Aaron D. Lawson
Colton Blain Leu
Samuel Franklin Lewis
Hudson Dean Little
Keaton R. Lollis
Sherri K. Lovett
Dawson Garrett Manning
Dylan Paul Rhys Mantooth
Kathryn Rebekah Martin
Russell A. Mayes
Benjamin Asher McGee
Carson McLain
Parker James Merrill
Bryce Everett Miller
Ryan Gregg Miller
Samantha Maeve Miller
Drew Jamison Milligan
Trevor Bradley Mills
Caden Kent Mincey
Jacob T. Minick
Benjamin David Moss
Hunter Woodley Moulayianis
Craig William Mullarkey
Mitchell Cass Murray
Christian Harter Muttiah
Colin Daniel Myers
Austin Bradly Neal
Thong Nguyen
Alek Xavier Nino
Logan Eric Nipper
Sreypleak Nith
Andrei Nitu
Lizette Nunez Hernandez
Abby Kaylynn Oakes
Chaz S. Orr
Robert Joseph Paddack
Mario A. Pando, Jr.
Peyton Aubrey Patterson
Antonia Beigh Pearl
Elam Ross Pebworth
Colton Daniel Peery
Zachary B. Pennington
Thong Ba Phan
Peyton A. Pierson
Grant Oneil Prescott
Noah R. Quinnett
Hector Alejandro Ramirez Zeigler
Luke Daniel Randolph
Velvadapu Laxmi Narayana Preston Rao
Abraham Josiah Red
Joe Edward Reed III
Emma Grace Rehn
Molik K. Reyes Lamorell
Eli Vincent Richard
Samantha Grace Robinson
Logan Dale Rock
Braden Clark Rodgers
Noah Felipe Rodriguez
Leonardo Rojas
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hunter Michael Roquemore</th>
<th>Colby Franklin Thompson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austin Jakob Rouser</td>
<td>Jeremy John Thompson, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Steven Rowley</td>
<td>Logan Andrew Thornton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Joseph Ruggeri</td>
<td>Natalie Thornton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Joseph Ruppert</td>
<td>Tucker Grant Tomlinson-Howell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Leonardo Sanchez</td>
<td>Levi James Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler Michael Saxon</td>
<td>Nathan Justin Walters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Ray Schmitt</td>
<td>Avery Christian Walton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Christopher Schuster</td>
<td>Elise Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarrett Christopher Schwarz</td>
<td>Ashley C. Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Marie Seay</td>
<td>Robert Glenn White IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Michael Siegenthaler</td>
<td>Nathan Craig Wickham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Christopher Smith</td>
<td>Hailey Elizabeth Wilkens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack LeRoy Smith IV</td>
<td>Zachary Jason Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavin Daniel Sockey</td>
<td>Jacob Alexander Willis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paxton H. Sparks</td>
<td>Jackson Cole Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Briann Spillman</td>
<td>Ricky Jay Wilson Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenton Hollis Springs</td>
<td>Brett Riley Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Michael Stevenson</td>
<td>Devon Ray Wiseman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton Lee Stice</td>
<td>Weldon Thomas Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Shane Subramanian</td>
<td>Jacob Tyler Wrede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Christian Swanson</td>
<td>Logan Robert Wrede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marie Taber</td>
<td>Eric Xiong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Patrick Taylor</td>
<td>Simon Joseph Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Jacob Thomas</td>
<td>Stephen Dee Young II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeswin Shibu Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summer 2024 Candidates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cesar Galvan Flores</th>
<th>John Michael Joseph Rigney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salim Abdulkhalik Hamad</td>
<td>Khoi Lian Thuang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Her</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bachelor of University Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kyle Zath Marable</th>
<th>Justin Allen Northern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Eugene Mauk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Craig Freeman, Interim Vice Provost, OSU Tulsa; Interim Dean

BACHELOR OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

• Public Safety •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Brandon Dale McGill
Ferguson College of Agriculture
Jayson L. Lusk, Vice President and Dean,
Division of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

Spring 2024 Candidates

Anna M. Allen
Tanner Jack Kyler

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

• Agribusiness •

Spring 2024 Candidates

Hilary Amber Albrecht
Rhett Ty Arnold
Garrett James Bacchetti
Alexa Anne Bader
Derek Michael Beach
Kylie Marie Belt
Jett Wyatt Berry
Feiyu Bi
Caleb Steven Bloemhof
Cotton Ross Booker
Victoria Ruth Booker
Nathan Gene Butler
Josette Nicole Canant
Mingyue Cao
Zhewen Cao
Randall J. Caughlin
Alexander Harrison Chancelor
Xun Chi, Sr.
Fei Chu
Cody Garrison Collier
Colby Scott Davis
Jackson Rene De Jager
Liliana Marie Dietrich
Samuel Norman Dougall
Nathan James Edwards
Colby hunter Erickson
John Michael Fausz
Huazheng Feng
Yixia Feng
Kass Garet Fenton
Ellie Rose Fly
Kolbi Ann Franklin
Ryan Cale Gallagher
Allison Ruth Gekeler
Rhett Marie Glazier
Lechen Gong
Hadley Grace Gregory
Tucker Yates Griffin
Christian Michael Hammons
Bo Morgan Hardy
Taylor Cheyenne Havens

Anna M. Allen
Jake Tyler McTee
Tanner Jack Kyler
Ogheneruno Okotie

Sadie Grace Heap
Braden Dale Heisler
Cody Alexander Herron
Abigail Grace Hester
Dalton Tanner Hicks
Yimeng Huang
Maggie Ann Johnson
Mikayla Allice Johnson
Rylan Steven Jordan
Kylar Nunes Kahl
Justin Kendrick Keeler
Raegan Klaassen
Ian Mark Klaus
Ashton Jude Klein
Dylan Wayne Kottkamp
Colton Shawn Laughlin
Guanlin Li
Elizabeth Marie Lilliman
Zhentao Liu
Carson T. Lott
George Dare Lovett IV
Weirong Lu
Zehua Lu
Payton Jo Lyyski
Carson Dean Maloney
William Lenard Marchy
Cooper Thomas Martin
Luke Allen McEndoo
Ainsley Lynn McFarlin
Kaitlin Paige Mefford
Zhongyun Mei
Morgan Gaitan Merrill
Yifei Min
Aiden Parker Minton
Carman Hailey Montgomery
Molly Elizabeth Moody
Zachary David Moss
Reilly Catherine Mouser
Fisher W. Muegge
Eric Vance Mullendore, Jr.
Lincoln James Muller
Bryler Quade Nichols
Kellan Riley Nietenhoefer
Elizabeth Ann Perdue
Nolan Drew Pevehouse
Dustin Glenn Plott
Connor Glenn Powell
Dylan Aaron Propps
Hagen Eugene Puentes
Easton Cole Ray
Jentri E. Rayburn
Ashley Jade Rickey
Garrett Larson Ritter
Tate A. Robertson
Dalton Andrew Rogers
Pierce Tyler Schadle
Caden Bradley Schaufele
Skye Ann Schumaker
Songchen Shao
Nathaniel W. Shaw
Katherine Carrol Smith
Bronté Gaye Smithson
Tyler Drew Stone
Luke Surber
Scott A. Torkleson
Haven Gianna Hovland Trunzo
Colby Garrett Turner
Eva Marie Van Dyk
Sydney Diane Vieira
Stran Dalton Wagner
Josephine Eleanor Wall
Jiayi Wang
Simeng Wang
Xiqiao Wang
Yujie Wang
Zizhao Wang
Macie Elizabeth Warner
Hannah Lorraine Wilcocks
Kaitlynn RyAnn Withers
Brooklyn Michelle Wurm
Tianxin Xie
Qingyuan Xu
Cenjia Zeng
Dechen Zhao
Yiran Zhao

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Andrew Campbell
Camille Jane Descamps
Nicole Lauren Wood

• Agricultural Communications •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Victoria Annette Allen
Adisyn Nicole Auld
Blayke Elizabeth Breeding
Jaden Rose Brunnemer
Avery Sue Cantrell
Laramie Raelyn Coffey
Kathryn Anne Coleman
Kati Dawn Collins
Sarah Jane Curley
Lauren Mae Dossey
Campbell Amanda Marion Edstrom
Mickinzi Lauryn Ferguson
Ellie Rose Fly
Gwendolyn Renee Fowler
Hadley Grace Gregory
Andrea Grace Hanson
Helen Kathyne Jackson
Cheyenne Leach
Emily Kaityn Lintner
Raegan Sandra Lockhart
Keona Grace Mason
Carman Hailey Montgomery
Molly Elizabeth Moody
Emma Grace Nowotny
Elizabeth Ann Perdue
Laney Nicole Reasner
Faith LaRayne Richardson
Matthew Jeffrey Rosman
Elizabeth Eileen Rosson
Bailee Grace Schiefelbein
Paisley Taylynn Sturgill
Chandler Faith Trantham
Paige BreAnn Van Dyke
Sydney Diane Vieira
Kylie A. Waters
Allison Renee Wheeler
Hannah Lorraine Wilcocks
Stacie Kaye Winner
Annabelle Jade Zellers

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Melanie Anne Carroll

• Agricultural Economics •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Lettie Alicia Crabtree
Anabeth Dawn Livingston
• Agricultural Education •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Emily Lauren Bevill  
Bethany Jean Brown  
Audrianna Nichole Bruce  
Lyndon Dean Burnett  
Kailey Marie Damas  
Esther Leana Ford  
Sierra Leanne Gomez  
Kayli Jo Hasselbring  
Thomas Brannon Hilton  
Kelsie Mae Jordal  
Brook Aubrey Montana Langford

McKinzie Beth McAffrey  
Randie Jade North  
Jacob Mark Nunley  
Jazmin Ocampo  
Anna Grace Ready  
Morgan Nicole Reese  
Tiffani R. Snow  
Johnathon Kurt Summers  
Grace Marie Tucker  
Elijah Kenlee Turrentine  
Madison Briann Willoughby

• Agricultural Leadership •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Ally Dawn Angelly  
Shelby Layne Bute  
Hunter Joseph Carson  
Parker Jace Holt  
Cleva Susetta Knecht  
Sarah Brooke Knowles  
Morayah Ashley Martinez

Tyler Larry Morgan  
Brooke Mulhern  
Colton Dale Ripley  
Lauren Holly Thomas  
Tyler Angelo Torigiani  
Anna Francesca Sky Yasseri

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Jamie Ray Driskill  
Addy Caroline Epperson

Stephanie Lynn Harvey

• Agricultural Systems Technology •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Bryce S. Coon

Ryan Glenn Ingram

• Animal Science •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Shawn Paul Agar  
Alexa Brooke Armstrong  
Ashlynn Paige Arnold  
Grace Kathryn Arnold  
Hannah Lee Arriaga  
Rachel Renee Autry  
Bryden Brett Barber  
Taylor Jewel Barber  
Brandy Lynn Bassham  
Paige Elise Beadles  
Jesse Lynn Beck  
Blaine Mattingly Bennett  
Baxter Aiden Blair  
Sara Janiece Blevins  
Abigail Lecann Bolar  
Robert Michael Bomhoff  
Nathan Garrett Boone  
Peyton Thomas Booth  
Haley Christine Bortz  
Brooke Ashlyn Boughton  
Garrett Michael Bowe  
Ali Nicole Bowman  
Lynae E. Bowman

Kassidy R. Bremer  
Lilee Elizabeth Brinlee  
Julia Mary Brost  
Kathryn Lee Buckmaster  
Connor Gary Burke  
Joby M. Bush  
Jake Paul Butyenek  
Kaleigh Beth Byram  
Cassidy James Carroll  
Elizabeth Marie Chandler  
Rebecca Grace Chandler  
Dylan Robert Cheline  
Ryleigh Cho  
Chance Levi Clark  
Clara Tate Conlon  
Katlynn Rose Cottom  
Ella Mabry Cox  
Rebecca Linn Cromack  
Kinlee P. Cundiff  
Keb William Cunningham  
Ani Elizabeth Dalbini-Rexwinkle  
Luke Michael Daniels  
Courtney Louise Dean
Jessica Avery Dougan
Tyler Drach
Maci E. Dunham
Kayla Jayne Dunlavey
Marley Jo Eaves
Caleb Lane Edens
Kyra Lane Elliott
Jessica Riley Engel
Mickinzii Lauryn Ferguson
Abigail Rose Foster
Faith Noelle Gatley
Caleigh Elaine Gay
Victoria Layne Gerken
Emma Elizabeth Gibson
Tyler Preston Gibson
Ty William Goss
Kyda Dayla Gossen
Kolby Ethan Griffin
Kendall C. Haas
Cole Riley Hammons
Alexis Marie Harrell
Koran A. Harvey
Lorren Elizabeth Herndon
Keaton Ray Herrmann
Rachel Elizabeth Hicks
Palmer James Hill
Caroline Grace Hilliard
Elissa Laura Hines
Jessica Ann Hobbs
Kallie Ryanne Hofferber
Jessica Mary-Ann Holly
Katherine Elizabeth Horal
Faith Emily Howe
Denali Skye Huffman
Kelsey E. Hulcher
Jenna Janelle Hulsey
Keith Jason Jackson
Blair Kristoffer Jensen
Hannah Marie Jimenez
Kasey Scott Johnson
Tate Steven Johnson
Hannah Elizabeth Jones
Kate Nicole Kelley
Fiona YunJi Kim
Brielle Anne Koehler
Paul Nollan Koon
Chloe Marie Lacey
Grant Michael LaForge
Katelyn Jewel Laminack
Caeleigh Nicole Lancaster
Dalton Scott Lee
Brandon Alexander Lingelbach
Taylor Ryan Litterell
Allison Grace Loftis
Athena Brianna Luna
Rylee Marion Maggret
Loren Dakota Matlock
Dassie Gayle May
Walker Lee McBryde
Mollee Paige McClary

Wade Wesley McCrarry
Dylan Colby-Higdon McDaniel
Trista R. McDannald
Kayedawn Marie McDowell
Sydney Renee McGowen
Sydney Danielle McGuire
Miakela Sue Meyer
Grace Kelli Miller
Mackenzie Elise Miller
Pace Meyer Mittelstaedt
Duren Willson Moffet III
Gabrielle Violet Montefinese
Kaycee Nicole Moyer
Carson Ray Murray
Emma Grace Nowotny
Aimee Lynn Odom
Alison Elizabeth Owen
Paiton Kye Owensby
Stephania Palma
Evan Robert Palmer
Robyn Christine Pascucci
Isabel Suzann Patterson
Morgan Elizabeth Patterson
Kade Sharlin Douglas Pendley
Alexis Ann Penny
Colby Lane Henderson Perry
Austyn Cheyenne Pfaff
Ty Camden Pilcher
Mackenzie Kaye Porter
Janine Michelle Prins
Olivia Faye Rainey
Luke Tucker Redifer
Alexander Maitland Linscott Rees
Kara Elizabeth Rice
Mallie Emma Rich
Gabreella Peyten Rimer
Jacob Robert Rogers
Elizabeth Eileen Rosson
Cynthia Faith Rowland
Riley Lauran Sanders
Eric Michael Schafer
Kelsey Michele Schallhorn
Bailee Grace Schiefelbein
Raeden Braelyn Schon
Garrett Paul Schuering
Abigail Grace Schwab
Myranda Leigh Seabolt
Amy Jo Shepherd
Caroline Macy Smith
Jordan Smulders
Sydney Nicole Speer
Jentry Jannell Squires
Aaron T. Stensrud
Madeline Mahaley Stewart
Mackinsey Dawn Stiles
Cassidy Hobbs Terrell
Britain Grace Thayer
Hunter Christian Thomason
Kailen R. Urban
Samuel A. Van Rhijn
Katie Elizabeth Varva
Joseph Dale Vasseur
Mattison Grace Vaughan
Avery D. Wade
Victoria L. Waits
Hailey Marie Walters
Caleb Robert Wamsley
Emma Lynn Ward
Kylie A. Waters
Jaycee Shea Watkins
Jasmyne P. Wheeler
Ariana Dashae Mcconnell Williamson
Madilyn Waine Willson
Evan Patrick Wynne

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Sandra Chavez
Chloe Renee Cobb
Mary Elizabeth Green
Courtney Dannielle Herman
Jace Logan James
Alexis Lake
Cameron Nyani Lawson
Brooke Elizabeth Mayhew
Benjamin Tate Roberson
Joeleigh Rutledge

• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Trinity Grace Austin
Jewell Anne Boswell
Emma Kristine Bratton
Elizabeth Marie Chandler
Emily Elizabeth Chandler
Jaela Renee Daily-Watson
Ahmed Fahd Eissa
Charlcie Ryanne Gatewood
Matthew Terrel Harberson
Keaton Lloyd Hurt
Benjamin Cole Mathers
Isabelle Faith McLamb
Lois Rosanne Op Het Veld
Madison Noelle Paddock
Stephen Travis Pullock
Eden Marie Rodriguez
Claire MinLi Rose
Allison Dawn Routh
Zachary Samuel Seals
Maicel Elise Sims
Therese Madeleine Ghakou Tankam

• Entomology •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Yasmine Hazem Abusaleh
Elizabeth Karen Carlson
Hannah Gray Dodd
Faith Lamora England
Irene Nanami Eubanks
Jaeley R. Gattis
Bethany Eileen Mitchell
Gideon Michael Morris
Abraham Olguin
Ethan Christopher Shaw
Reese Allen Trujillo
Elizabeth Grace Williams

• Environmental Science •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Nicolas Antonio Aleman
Bailey Lorraine Boyd
Ryan Michael Collins
Ethan James Cooper
Wyatt Christopher Coyle
Ryan Andrew Drake
Sarah Helen Fraker
Lauren Louise Hurst
Abby Su Livingston
Gavin William McGinnis
Garrett Hale Meade
Tucker Blaine Meredith
Lauren Nicole Murray
Suhailla Nease
Evan Mitchell Price
Carson Sawyer Raper
Scotland Helen Grace Souders
Austin E. Walling
Kayla Brook Ward
Macie Elizabeth Warner

• Food Science •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Feiyu Bi
Lauren Areti Fenton
Kameron Christian Harding
Paxton Ann Hutchings
Nicholas David Mull
Caitlyn Aimee Elizabeth Quinn
Erin Lynae Slagell
• Horticulture •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Trinity D. Baird
Kristal Ann Casey
Tanner Dallas Dollar
Taylor Paige Gibson
Charles Kade Graham
Jaxon Lee Gregston

Layne G. Johnson
Parker Alan Lastovica
Samantha Lynn Pratt
Gabriella Monique Ratzlaff
Hailey N. White

• Natural Resource Ecology and Management •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Kelly Mary Elizabeth Aguilera
Austin Raymond Allen
Luke Alan Bays
Talon Lee Cogburn
Chaille Rebekah Driggers
Hayden Bryen Dupire
Ellie Marie Franks
Lacey Elizabeth Ganoe DeLatte
Hayden B. Harland
Jade Alise Hill
Ethan R. Hood
Savanah Dawn Hopkins
Jade Racquel Jones

Gage Labadie
Jacob Paul Libby
Michael Dawson Manning
Jaxson Keith McCullah
Julia Elizabeth Peace
Zoe Ellen Protzman
Laken Anne Quinn
Zurisadai Hessel Seymour
Brooklyn Grace Shaw
Nathan M. Tavaglione
Avin N. Todora
Austin Franklin Vaughn

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Shelby Katherine McBride
McKenzie Miranda Motley

Mikayla Gabrielle Verdin

• Plant and Soil Sciences •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Jolene Olivia Addington
Katelyn Ann Blevins
Everett Greyson Daugherty
George F. Dunker
Georgia Frances Eastham
Nicole E. Larsen
Kelby DeeAnn Linn
Alexander Martini

Hannah Rose Maxwell
Jill Marie Pruitt
Mitchell Evan Smith
Caleb Brant Snodgrass
Ke'Shawn Jamal Solomon
Shaeffer Lee Suttle
Alyssa Ellen Thunen

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Ory Victor Baker
Claire Elizabeth Caldwell
Rylee Baden Caswell
Alec Patrick Chavez
Caivon Deontae Crosby
James Tyler Dunn
Destaney Mariah Edwards

Payton Jon Gregory
Alex C. Guerrieri
Brandon Everett Herzog
William Bryson Patterson
Kelsey Cecilia Penkert
Morgan Ann Wehr
Briar K. White
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

- Accounting -

Spring 2024 Candidates

Elisabeth Loree Allen
Hannah Renee Almond
Gunnar C. Anderson
Silas Jackson Barr
Jacob Lee Bateman
Valerie Anne Berry
Nicholas Duane Bierschenk
Payton Elizabeth Bingham
Sarah Jean Blumer
Caray Lee Brannon
Seth Michael Brown
Tyler M. Bryan
Bailey Reid Bryant
Savanna Mac Buntin
Caleb Nathaniel Burson
Alexander Robert Bynum
Hadley Jo Colquhoun
Carson James Confer
Rodney Bentley Coulter II
Macy Marie Courter
Katherine Elaine DeLancey
Jayden Dennis
Kenadie Ann DeYoung
Bryson Craig Diener
Liliana Marie Dietrich
Lane Andrew Duchan
Juliana Mai-lien Duong
Abby Ellis
Xitlali Georgina Franco
Blake Michael Gerber
Christopher Gerber
Carson Riley Germany
Richard Paul Gerow
Malik Tyrell Givens
Rachel Nicole Goodell
Alice M. Graham
Emma Griffin
Lauren Kennedy Grubb
Austin Paige Haddock
Alexis Denise Hargrove
Evan Christopher Harper
Greysen Quinn Hedrick
Parker A. Hemphill
Joshua Ricardo Hernandez
Hayden Grant Hirzel
Kenady Sue Holder
Kaillee Ann Holmes
Cole Charles Huebert
Timothy C. James
William Kade Kosanke
Logan Michael LaBrue
Zachary David Labre
Landry M. Leming
Ava Parish Linn
Margaret Alice Loy
Joseph B. Lynch
Jordan Leigh MacMillan
Kyle Matthew Marples
Maxwell Joseph Martin
William Matthew Mayfield
Austin Layne McKay
Brooke Alexandra Miller
Mia Grace Miller
Michael Anthony Miller III
Claire Michelle Monte
Dallas Michael Moore
Jared Kyle Moore
Alexander Dean Moyer
Matthew James Nogalski
Gaige Cameron Northrup
Karlie Erin Norwood
James Samuel Oakes
Jacob Strong Olsen
Brandon Taylor O’Roark
Kevin Matthew Paquette
Connor D. Paris
Joshua Bradley Pittman
Denver Wayne Porter
Kaylyn Elizabeth Raper
Kaed Westin Ray
William Henry Redman
Ella Ann Reinauer
Emily Jane Browning Rice
Meagan Marie Roberts
Zachary Joseph Rockett
Sebastian Roman Rivera
Sydney Cecilia Roth
Braden Michael Lane Rowlett
Brendan Ryan
Caleb Michael Schrick
Braxton Charles Scott
Connor Blake Sluder
Nicholas Kemp Spicer
Peter Anthony Stell
Alexis Laine Spicer
Tate Edward Stockton
Dillon Ray Stotts
Jacob T. Swedlund
Jack Paden Tate
Nathan Andrew Thompson

Spears School of Business
James E. Payne, Dean
Caitlyn Paige Thrush
Corbin Alexander Thrush
Michael Ray Treanor
Apolinar Trejo III
Hailey Dianne Trent
Brody William Tunnell
Ethyn I. Vysotsky
Haylee Nichole Ward

John C. Ward
Nakita Kathleen Wiley
Madeline Grace Wilson
Baron Ross Winter
Abigail B. Witt
Chase Anthony Wolters
John Franklin Wright

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Kayden D. Burtner
Courtney Laine Crytser
Dustin R. Deaton
Kaci Kay Jackson
Huai San Kim
Alexander Mark Littell

Kent T. Nishizawa
Mackenzie Njoo
Megan Lynn Rice
Davis Wade Roe
Lauren Grace Smith
Madalyn Kay Stone

• Economics •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Samuel Puls Alaback
Constantino James Borrelli
Savannah Rose Carpenter
Emma C. Deatley
Hayden J. Faulkner
Jordan Matthew Flinton
Caleb Aaron Garcia
Grady Houston Hunsucker
Christopher Warren Middleton-Pearson
Zachary Ryan Moore
Mitchell Harrison Nickles
James Samuel Oakes

Thomas Ryan Pinsky
Brenae Levonne Rhone
Russell John Rieman III
Jarrett R. Smith
Jackson Roy Thies
Ryan Garrett Turnipseed
Tyson Mark Vernon
David I. Warburton
George Emmet Will
Molly Katherine Wilson
Davis Lincoln Worley
Alexander Joseph Yokubaitis

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Kaitlyn Marie Packard

• Entrepreneurship •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Joseph Thomas Alexander
Klara Elaine Blumenthal
Derius Exzavion Brown
Alex-Marie Lorna Constable
Andrew Kasey Crank
Addie Grace Dohnalik
Raegan N. Dorholt
Erik Maxwell Drusch
Joshua Neil Duncan
Jaqlyn Elaine Evans
Akaari Lanai Gallagher
Paxton Angelo Hamrick
Hayden Z. Hardee
Bowen D. Harris
Joseph Boone Howeth
Jackson Paul Jobe
Brooke Hailea Jones
Riley Laplante
Micheal Shay Mack, Jr.
Ryan Alexander Mack, Jr.

Janet Alejandra Marquez
Alexia Jo Dynan Matthews
Blake Aaron Maxwell
Price Ryan Perrier
Ethan Michael Piske
Madelyn Elisabeth Puckett
Emily Kathryn Ray
Avery Grace Roark
Austyn Marie Simpson
Luke Badgett Sinn
Cade Lee Sloan
Zachary Dale Smith
Susan Lauren Stambeck
Tasha R. Stewart
Ryan Garrett Turnipseed
Jackson Gattis Tyra
Lanie Varner
Ethan Granite Warren
Benjamin Morgan Wianecki
Isabella Grace Worsham
SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Landen W. Hobbs
Addison Martin

• Finance •

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
William Christopher Aiken
Gunnar C. Anderson
Brayden Banks Bain
Russell Wayne Beard
Alyson Kaitlyn Beaumier
Bret A. Belindo
Nicholas Cade Bennett
Wyatt C. Blackstock
Mary E. Bollinger
Constantino James Borrelli
Taylor Marie Bottoms
Chandler Wade Bowen
Anna Marie Buller
Savanna Mac Buntin
Caleb Nathaniel Burson
Kendall James Grady Burtner
David Christopher Buskirk
Parker Reese Carman
Aaron Jamir Chambers
Adam Ryan Cole
Paul Douglas Coman III
Chase Arthur Conkling
Holden Laine Crews
Cole E. Crissup
Tanner Joseph Curtis
Kyle Robert Dausses
Steven Grant Dean
Katherine Elaine DeLancey
Kenadie Ann DeYoung
Valeria A. Dominguez
James Chappell Drumright
Lane Andrew Duchan
Christian James Echols
Connor James Eldredge
Peyton Thomas Elias
Emmanuel Olufolajimi Fasanya
Jordan Matthew Flinton
Joshua Taylor Ford
Michael Cameron Forhan
Xitolali Georgina Franco
Joseph Thomas Deroyin Fultz
Alejandro Garcia
Blake Michael Gerber
Christopher Gerber
Carina Mejia Gonzales
Alexander Bryan Goodwin
Vincent W. Gregory
Christopher Blaine Hall
William Franklin Hall
Harrison Noah Hamm
Mohammad Hamza
Christopher J. Harter
Zachary T. Harwell

Carson Aaron Taylor
Gavin R. Wilson

Griffin David Hathaway
Greysen Quinn Hedrick
Parker A. Hemphill
Anna Mikel Henson
Connor Daniel Hill
John Leslie Hofferber II
Cole Charles Huebert
Michael Dalton James
Rayhan John Thomas
Jeremiah Edward Johnston
Logan Michael LaBrue
Evy Olivia Lehr
Isabella Victoria Lewis
Connor James Mackey
Maxwell Joseph Martin
William Matthew Mayfield
Hunter R. Meadows
Blake O. Miller
Michael Anthony Miller III
Noah A. Miller
Lauren S. Minnix
Abdulah Mir
Matthew Lee Montgomery
Jared Kyle Moore
Alexander Dean Moyer
Aidan M. Nalodka
Colby Thomas Neidhart
Mitchell Harrison Nickles
Gaige Cameron Northing
Karlie Erin Norwood
Curtis John Nowak
David George Olcomendy
Caleb M. Orr
Cole M. Pack
Dominick A. Paluso
Kevin Matthew Paquette
Addison Claire Paulsen
Connor D. Peters
Austen C. Pittman
Ray Leon Polk III
Denver Wayne Porter
Preston W. Reed
Benjamin Lee Richmond
Zachary Louis Ross
Sydney Cecilia Roth
Jacob Edward Rutan
Samuel Robert Sanders
Braxton Charles Scott
Johnny Earl Scroggins
Jacob Michael Shaw
Colby Christopher Shepardson
Joshuah Michael Shepherd
Matthew Tyler Sidener
Connor Blake Sluder
Bryce L. Smith
William Robert Snopik
Kevin Anthony Spires
Corbin Michael Steele
Caleb Lester Steinke
Peter Anthony Stell
Tate Edward Stockton
Devin D. Surface
Jacob T. Swedlund
Douglas James Tapp, Jr.
Anna Grace Taylor
Jackson Roy Thies
Noah R. Thompson

Summer 2024 Candidates
Isaac Benjamin Becroft
Bobby Stephen Fisher
Cooper Mitchell Jones
Jacob B. McAfee

General Business

Spring 2024 Candidates
Amanda Renee Baldridge
Olivia Blake Ballard
Alaina Loren Brinkley
Gracie Leigh Brooks
Qianxi Chen
Estelle Elizabeth Clark
Mark Stephen Craig
Carsen Brooke Crowe
Madison Taylor Dixon
Abby Marie Elam
Priscilla H. Esparza
Peyton Amber Franklin
Chloe Griffin
Michael A. Holder
Lisa B. Jackson
Chan Jeong
Kutter Drake Jewell
Cierra Alise Keith
Zachary Wayne Lee
William Richard Lierman III
Patience D. Lightfoot
Javier David Mendez
Elizabeth A. Moore

Summer 2024 Candidates
Timothy Ethan Bush
Dakota Wade Davis
Harly Osceola Davis
Alexa Ashley Falleur

Hospitality and Tourism Management

Spring 2024 Candidates
Samantha Raye Beaty
Julie ReeAnn Blankenship
Zoe Carol Carlile
Samantha Sue Cloud

Tori Lane Collison
Marcus Sylvester Duckworth
Faith Earlene Ferrell
Haylee Marie Floyd
Grace Anne Gottschalk
Jordan Leigh Hicks
Sarah Elizabeth Holmes
Alyson Paige Levings
Charles James Lewis IV
Emma Kathryn McGuane
Octavio Issac Montes

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Hestan Barnes
Baylee Taylor Gwarteney

• International Business •

Spring 2024 Candidates
Caden Wade Adamson
Sean Michael Paul Aday
Christopher Langdon Bogie
Miranda Brooke Burkeen
Kamryn Kay Chapman
Aaron Curtis Crump
Noure C. Edmiston
Malachi Lee Eveland
Jordan S. Hammond
Bowen D. Harris
Haley Thelma Helms
Payne Matthew Houts
Mackenzie Nicole Janish
Maggie Belle Landers
Joshua Robert Malcom
Alexandra Marie Mason
Mackenzie Leigh Mason
Natalie Lynn Whitely Meziere
Sahar Mirtarazjani

Summer 2024 Candidates
Caleb Joseph Ahart
Madeline Elizabeth Francis Francis

• Management •

Spring 2024 Candidates
Coleton M. Adams
Savannah Rose Adams
Kylee R. Akehrust
Joseph Thomas Alexander
Ebraheem A E Alkhashti
Leighton Bradshaw Allen
Evelyn Noemi Andino
Jeremy Aquino
Clifton F. Armstrong
Tyler Blake Arrington
Alexa Cate Austin
Madison Michele Balco
Aaron D’Juan Bannarn
Logan Drake Bateman
Jonas Baumgartner
Yasemin Lynn Bayanay
Omar Becerra Picasso
Britley Skye Blankenship
Ryan Scott Bogusz
Macy Ann Moody
Emmanuel Robert Neundorf
Noa Danielle Santine
Grace Olivia Siverson
Tyler James Tippit
Jeremiah Lawrence Watson
Amy Wu

Natalie Elizabeth Haile
Kathryn S. Rogers

Daniel Michael Moreno
Matthew Alberto Murphy
Nicholas L. Napal
Cerena H. Patel
Felipe Portugal Gouvea
Rachel De Guzman Reyes
Benjamin Jacob Rice
Kiersten Michelle Rich
Jake Rojas Savage
Melanie Sanchez
Samantha Sarahi Sanchez Morin
Sofie Isabella Schuller
Sierra Anne Scott
Katie Lauren Tidwell
Mark Edwin Turner
Avery Elizabeth Vancuren
Carlie Danielle Vitt
Megan Dawn Whiteman
Yuanliang Zhang

Claire Elisabeth Phillips
Alex Ray Ramirez

Eyan Timothy Bonner
David Roberto Borsellino
Taylor Renee Boydstoun
Belle Olivia Breitenreiter
Samuel John Brown
Trinton Case Brown
Bailie Peyton Burrrhus
Sara Elaine Byers
Madeline Elizabeth Cameron
Austin Matthew Campbell
Elizabeth Claire Carter
Jessica Cervantes
Weston Scott Church
Caleigh Michelle Clowdus
Wallace Markel Cofield
Zhynelle J. Colbert
Elizabeth Grace Collison
Peter Edwin Corrigan
Lee Ryan Costello

81
Dylan Matthew Rollston
Jack Oliver Runnels
Gabriela Salazar
Vincent Benjamin Sauza
Skylar Grace Schnedorf
Rody Alan Schneider
Josie Michele Seney
Spencer Brooks Shadle
Hadli Kate Shelby
Aiden Chase Shepherd
Lashaina Joy Silcox
Benjamin Kyle Sims
Kenneth M. Siong, Sr.
Cecilia R. Smith
Hanna Ann-Marie Smith
Pierce John Smith
Sadie Marie Smith
Samuel Gordon Smith
Jack Wade Smithton
Carson Renea Smyth
Bryston Farron Sneed
Hudson Lane Sparks
Cole David Stanley
Hayden Scott Stone
Caitlyn Sumner
Brandon Thomas Talley
Jacob Patrick Talley

Summer 2024 Candidates

Alyssa Marie Arnold
Cade Alan Bernard
Matthew Simon Patrick Budnik
Johnny Roger Camp
Kole Allen Carson
Parker Collin Chapman
Muaaz Ilyas Choudhry
Layne Kellen Davis
Kevin A. Edwards
Sarahi Esparza
Shawna Lynn Frank
Leslie Gonzalez
Jordan Anthony Hagan

David Wayne Thibodeaux-Benoit
Sarah Diademma Thomas
Jacob Garfield Thompson
Spencer H. Thurman
Noah Gabriel Titony
Rian Noelle Titus
Ryley Payton Turner
Brooke Savanna Twiehaus
Jackson Gattis Tyra
Gabriel Andrew Rudolpho Villegas
Duke Avery Wagner
Hannah Rose Walsh
Gabriel W. Warren
Jacob M. White
Jate C. Whitney
Benjamin M. Wilkerson
Joshua Douglas Willhoite
Keiko LaSahe Williams-Shepherd
Katherine Anne Willis
Brennon Dean Wilson
Emily Taylor Wilson
Shianna Rae Woods
Trey David Woods
Noah Carson Yazzie
Grace Denise Young
Haiqa Zia
Nicole Elizabeth Ziske

Management Information Systems

Spring 2024 Candidates

Faith Alabi
Alora Hope Andrade
Logan Max Baldwin
Jonathan Valeriy Bedwell
Isabella R. Bertelli
Matthew Ryan Boutwell
Ethan G. Boyer
Sam Wyatt Buford
Savanna Mac Buntin
Tanner Lee Butcher
Aaron Jamir Chambers
Cameron David Cooper
Christopher Cole Crockett
Jaxson David Crull

Willa Mae Davenport
Nehemiah Diaz
Bryson Craig Diener
Gage Hayden Estes
Brett Allen Fields
Elijah M. Fitzgerald
Jeffrey Scott Gaetjen
Jonathan Christopher Griffiths
Austin Zachariah Hardesty
Lacey Ann Haynes
Lauren G. Henry
Jason Brant Hollis
Oliver Thomas Homann
Andrew Michael Horine
Joshua Joey Huq
Grant Bradford Jackson
Cooper Lee Jones
Kyler Eugene Keith
Seyha Kim
Max Alexander Kingham
Chase Michael Lane
Tyler Pichay Lee
Christopher Lee Leps
Annette Pearl Lindgren
Jasmin Renee Love
Carter D. Lye
Eyad Abdel Raouf Maswadeh
Bradley McCollough
Erick Matthew McLaughlin
Robert Lewis Merrill
Natalie Lynn Whitely Meziere
Dylan Wayne Miller
Zachary Ryan Moore
Toni Nichole Nikki Napier
Mason Kendall Onstott
Lauren Elizabeth Parnell
Andrea Perez Maya
Phoenix Lindsay Perkins
Mia Grace Pipkin
Fady Munir Rabadi
Ethan Grant Ratzlaff
Maxwell E. Rauner
Bryce Hudson Rector
Hunter Ford Reimers
Eli Richard Reinhardt
Meagan Marie Reinhardt
Graham Hart Robinson
Tristan Osborn Schwartz
Heidi Cameron Shell
Jackson Garrett Silvey
Ryan Joseph Sparks
Nicklaus Garrett Stankey
Erin Elise Stewart
Ethan Lee Stewart
Spencer Ryan Sturgill
Harrison Zane Swales
Adrian M. Swan
James Philippe Taylor
Emmalyn J. Tillman
Allison Brooke Wade
Jayda Nicole Walker
John C. Ward
Patrick Shanon Wilson II

SUMMER 2024 CANDIDATES
Chandler Michael Cravey
Connor Thomas Doyle
Michael Tomas Duke
Chase Gilling
Ayden Matthew Hunsperger

SPRING 2024 CANDIDATES
Sean Michael Paul Aday
Kylee R. Akehurst
Jacob Cole Alford
Dylan Matthew Anderson
Mark Stephen Arebalo
Hannah Grace Armstrong
Alexa Cate Austin
Kinsley Anne Bean
Jennifer Jeraldine Beebe
Kennedy Raelyn Beene
Ashton Ann Begley
Lauren Paige Belford
Ella Camille Birk
Amanda Kaye Blackwell
Kobe J. Blackwell
Brittley Skye Blankenship
Klara Elaine Blumenthal
Zachary Even Bonham
David Roberto Borsellino
Emoree Claire Bradbury
John Garrison Bradley
Tyler Jamison Brandes
Elizabeth Ellen Braudrick
Belle Olivia Breitenreiter

• Marketing •
Zane G. Bridges
Anthony Xavier Bryant
Madison T. Burris
Kiah Alexandra Butler
Leah Grace Bwolf
Mallory Emma Cable
Alexis Bailey Caldwell
Madeline Elizabeth Cameron
Charles Wayne Cannon
Isabel Kathryn Carrillo
Haley Nicole Ceron
Adan Emiliano Chapa
Caitlyn Ann Chitwood
Camille Elise Cole
Elizabeth Grace Collison
Samuel Kevin Coman
Anneliese Nicole Coppie
Canyon Faith Corbin
Lee Ryan Costello
Christopher Coriorn Coverdale
Katie Anne Crawford
Sam Olin Criss
Ethan Samuel Crook
Sean Alexander Cude
Catch Alan Davidson
Bailey Michelle Davis
Bryleigh Regan Davis
Macy Noelle Davis
Brianna Nicole Day
Alex John Delano
Dylan Jerry Diaz
Madison Taylor Dixon
Zhennan Dong
Raean N. Dohrhol
Madison Earp
Taylor Ann Ely
Jonathan Everett Emmons
Dalton L. Faires
Marco Robert Fanucchi
Jacob Robert Farrace
Kaitlyn Marie Fitzgerald
Trinity Alaina Flock
Gabe Nathan Flow
Timothy Connor Ford
Brooklyn Reynae Frank
Grace O. Frazier
Raven Alyssa Fulks
Chloe Grace Furtaw
Gabija Galvydyte, Sr.
Barrett Reid Gamble
Greysen Maxwell Gardiner
Chloe Anistan Beth Gay
Jabob Dale Geurin
Carli Grace Gibbs
Darrell Gage Gibbs
Elizabeth Amy Gilmer
Courtney Lynn Glasscock
Kaylee Nicole Glasscock
Destiny Marie Goff
Zachary Michael Goforth
Gabriel Paige Gray
Logan Matthew Gray
Kyle Robert Grill
Janie Elizabeth-Marie Grim
Hayden Elaine Grimsley
Benjamin Patrick Gross
Emie Haile
Emmalou Cathryn Hall
Madeline Ann Hanger
Elizabeth Ann Haralson
Elizabeth Grace Harrison
Aris J. Hatcher
Zoe A. Haubrich
Levi Haueter
Gunner Garrett Hawkins
Chalyn Nicole Head
Griffin Taylor Head
Laiza Yamile Hernandez
Kenneth Elliott Ambrose Heyne
Madison R. Hill
Jadyn Brooke Hinckley
William Cole Hirneise
Haley Elizabeth Hitt
Addison Elizabeth Hobson
Dylan Aaron Hodges
Jackson Robert Hoelker
Kennedy B. Holderread
Nicole Lee Holdgrafer
Cierra Nicole Holliman
Payne Matthew Houts
Kristen Nicole Hughes Stubbs
Julia Faith Huss
Gracie Danielle Hutchinson
Clara Israel
Jacob Matthew Jack
Aiden D. Jackson
Mackenzie Nicole Janish
Shelby Grace Jennings
Hannah Morgan Johnson
Megan Ann Johnson
Brooke Hailea Jones
Mariah H. Jones
Paige Madison Jones
Claire M. Jung
Allison LaPata Karnig
Tucker Jack Kidd
Hallie Morgan King
John Patrick Knight
Houston Rutherford Kocher
Brandon Thomas Koonce
Maggie Belle Landers
Wyatt Samuel Landis
Riley Laplante
Evelyn Grace Larson
Carolyn Michelle Lason
Lauren Ashleigh Lederman
Tayten Lanae Lierle
Emma Ruth Loeckle
Keelan Daniel Lowe
Avery Elizabeth Luetkemeyer
Olivia Marie Lung
Emma Grace Mach
Halle Cooper Maher
Morgan Elizabeth Majka
Joshua Robert Malcom
Hunter Lykke Males, Sr.
Michael Cameron Manning
Shaylee Erin Manwell
Emmily Stephanie Marquez
Janet Alejandra Marquez
Mackenzie Dawn Martin
Estefania Martinez Vazquez
Collin Scott Mash
Brooklyn Rose Mason
Alexia Jo Dynan Matthews
Zachary Tyler Matzke
Shyann R. McLary
Jack Douglas McGahey
Danny Ray McReynolds II
Elizabeth Grace Meerman
Natalie Lynn Whitely Meziere
Logan William Michael
Andrew J. Millas
Morgan Reece Millas
Miah Lienne Monger
Ava Kilander Moore
Carter Douglas Moore
Chandler Kalyn Marie Moore
Ariadna Xiadani Morales Santiago
Daniel Michael Moreno
Alondra Moreno-Munoz
Morgan Moulder
Levi Alton Moyer
Charles Harrison Murdock
Hannah Nicole Murphy
Skylar Paige Nelson
Cooper Newsome
Bryrne Elizabeth O'Connor
Collin LaMonne Oliver
Tristan James O'Neil
Greyson Tyler Opp
Lexie Shae Patterson
Camryn Jewel Paulson
Sydney Marie Perry
Tiffany Rose Peters
Philip E. Petersen
Ashley L. Peterson
Torin DeWhite Prevost
Madelynn Elisabeth Puckett
Aryana T. Purifoy
Mitchell Hunter Purser
Zachary Thomas Raley
Christian Ramirez
Kyleigh Makenzi Rankin
Emily Kathryn Ray
Michael Melton Ray
Kendell L. Reed
Presley Christian Reed
Ryan Aaron Reed
Sheridan Ann Reeder
Colin Joshua Richter
Connor Nielsen Romeike
Allie Grace Rosencutter
Madaline Marie Rouget
Kaden Glen Rowland
Jack Michael Rueckert
Jack Oliver Runnels
Avery Michelle Russell
Bernardo Antonio Sanchez
Melanie Sanchez
Jackson Frederick Schaffer
Addison Fae Schmitt
Cade Lyle Schroeder
Sofie Isabella Schuller
Andrew Tyler Scott
Ashlyn Rose Seager
Ramiña Lisse Seager
Madeline Louise Seatvet
Kathryn Alyse Senne
Audrey Corbin Seymour
Spencer Brooks Shadle
Nathan Joseph Shell

Benjamin Kyle Sims
Jacob Cade Sims
Reagan Lane Sims
Luke Badgett Sinn
Cade Lee Sloan
Chloe G. Smay
Bryce L. Smith
Cecilia R. Smith
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
Pierce John Smith
Zachary Dale Smith
Carson Renea Smyth
Owen D. Sommers
Dillon James Stewart
Erin Elise Stewart
Jenna Nicole Strathe
Aden Rocco Struble
Tommie Nicole Sucharda
Macy Ann Swinehart
Ambyr Aaliyah Tarkington
Kelly Collins Taylor
Junzhe Teng
Addison Taylor Tesio
David Wayne Thibodeaux-Benoit
Spencer H. Thurman
Noah Gabriel Titory
Ashlee P. Torres
Lexi Leigh Tracy
Isabella Kate Tuminello
Veronica Rett Turner
Brooke Savanna Twiehaus
Avery Elizabeth Vancuren
Austin Cole Vandruff
Lanie Varner
Abigail D'Ann Vinson
Brenna Sue Warren
Jackson Davis Warren
William Westerfield
Jacob M. White
Berit Ann Whitsn
Taylor Wiginton
River A. Wilds
Benjamin M. Wilkerson
Aaron Christopher Williams
John D. Williams III
Katherine Marie Williams
Katherine Anne Willis
Emily Taylor Wilson
Megan Marie Winkler
Shianna Rae Woods
Vanessa Ann Wyrick
Nicole Elizabeth Younger
Mikayla Arrianna Yucra
Haiqa Zia
Braxton Tanner Ziadi
Nicole Elizabeth Ziske

Summer 2024 Candidates
Luke Jackson Allison
Kole Allen Carson
Layne Kellen Davis       Matthew Alberto Murphy
Connor Thomas Doyle     Ivan Chukuemeke Omodon
Stephanie Marie Dunlop  Alexandra Elizabeth Piske
Madeline Elizabeth Francis  Alex Ray Ramirez
Madisyn Hannah Greene   Evan Earl Richmond
Jordan Anthony Hagan     Angelina Michelle Saiz
Bryan Thomas Hays       Hannah Kathryn Schmidt
Landen W. Hobbs          Jami Kayla Smith
Aries Mathew Howard     Jeanne Zipporah Spencer
Avery Madden Hunsaker    Kendal Elyse Timmerman
Jorden Bryson Jones      Lauren Elizabeth Ward
Ambika Krishnan          Lauren P. Wilson
Jordan S. Maxwell       Ethan Isaac Winn
Emma Renee McCalip

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2024 Candidates

Halley Born             Milan Isabella Maselli
Jason Austin Brooks, Jr. Jordan Nicole Montazzoli
Delicia Chris Chavez    Wesley Thorpe Pahl
Elaina Louise Coffey     Sophia Paige Popejoy
Daniel James Copeland   Garrett Taylor Robinson
Lucas Mitchell Daffern  Ivy Elizabeth Rosenberry
Lynia Marie Farris      Trey Alan Rucker
Hannah Heaven-Paulette Gusters Kimberly Dawn Seim
LexLey Roxanne Harrell  Kendal Elyse Timmerman
Kaleigh Delores Hartness Avery Blair Tucker
JuJuan Dionte Hutchins  Connor Baird Velasquez
Tarrah Dawn Lackey      Kyleigh Brooke Webb
Garrick William Martin  Tyler C. Zink
Nickolas Sean Martin
The list of spring degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a spring degree from Oklahoma State University. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.

Graduation with Distinction
The following final grade-point-average distinctions are determined at degree completion and will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>GPA Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summa cum laude</td>
<td>3.90-4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magna cum laude</td>
<td>3.80-3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum laude</td>
<td>3.70-3.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degree Abbreviations:

- **BA** Bachelor of Arts
- **BAR** Bachelor of Architecture
- **BEN** Bachelor of Engineering
- **BFA** Bachelor of Fine Arts
- **BLA** Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
- **BM** Bachelor of Music
- **BPS** Bachelor of Professional Studies
- **BS** Bachelor of Science
- **BSAE** Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- **BSAG** Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- **BSBA** Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- **BSBE** Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
- **BSCH** Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
- **BSCP** Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- **BCSV** Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- **BSEE** Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- **BSET** Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
- **BSHS** Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
- **BSIE** Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
- **BSME** Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- **BSN** Bachelor of Science in Nursing
- **BUS** Bachelor of University Studies
- **GCRT** Graduate Certificate
- **MA** Master of Arts
- **MAG** Master of Agriculture
- **MAT** Master of Athletic Training
- **MATT** Master of Arts in Teaching
- **MBA** Master of Business Administration
- **MEN** Master of Engineering
- **MFA** Master of Fine Arts
- **MM** Master of Music
- **MPH** Master of Public Health
- **MS** Master of Science
- **MPSM** Professional Science Masters
- **EdS** Specialist in Education
- **EdD** Doctor of Education
- **DFS** Doctor of Forensic Sciences
- **DHCA** Doctor of Healthcare Administration
- **PhD** Doctor of Philosophy
- **DVM** Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Additional Fall 2023 Degree Recipients

OSU fall degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU fall commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the fall commencement book. However, because the fall commencement book goes to print shortly after November 1st, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Ava Marie Acebo • BUS University Studies
Luis Humberto Aguro • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Sai Vamshi Akuthota • MS Computer Science
Mohanad Ali A. Al Eisa • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Rafek Alkhatib • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Brian Nathan Allen • MS Health Care Administration
Faisal Buraik N. Alradadi • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Ashley Dawn Anderson • BS Psychology
Jared G. Archuleta • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Samuel Abraham Arteaga • BS Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy
Farouk Awudu • PHD Chemistry
Kyle Michael Bailey • BEN Architectural Engineering
Grayson D. Baker • MBA Business Administration
Jessica Ryanna Ballard • BSHS Nutritional Sciences
Amaya Brionne Banks • BA Sociology
Brody L. Barton • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Jared Lane Barton • BUS University Studies
Douglas Eugene Beck • MBA Business Administration
Devon Andre Benincosa • MS Health Care Administration
Maegan Amelia Berg • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Isabella R. Bertelli • BSBA Accounting
Sarah Katherine Billerbeck • GCRT Business Analytics and Data Science
Sarah Katherine Billerbeck • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Jessica Grace Bland • MBA Business Administration
Zachary Austin Bland • BS Computer Science
Maria Elisabeth Boden • BUS University Studies
Turner Edward Bogues • BSBA Economics
Turner Edward Bogues • BSBA Finance
Ryan Scott Bogusz • BSBA Marketing
Trevor M. Boone • BUS University Studies
Kevin Christoph Bornemann • BSAG Animal Science
Christopher Lewis Brady • MS Business Analytics
Max Werner Braht • MBA Business Administration
Jazmine Isabella Branch • BS Psychology
Metzli Ariadne Bravo • BSBA International Business
Nicole Rachelle Lynn Brown-McRae • MBA Business Administration
Talia Cristiana Kesi Brown-Wiebelt • PHD Counseling Psychology
Rebecca Marlene Bruner • GCRT Health Analytics
Brandon Max Bullard • MS Health Care Administration
Mary Elizabeth Campbell • BA Sociology
Drake Ryan Casey • BSBA Finance
Beth Ann Cassody • MS Health Care Administration
Jaxon B. Castillo • BS Mathematics
Araceli Bravo Catalan • DHCA Health Care Administration
Jesse Lee Chaffin • DHCA Health Care Administration
Chad Lee Hobbs • MBA Business Administration
John William Hogberg • BSAG Animal Science
Teyte Roberds Holcomb • BS Political Science
Halle Celeste Holden • BSAG Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Cynthia Lynette Holt • GCRT Workforce and Adult Education
Mikayla Rae Hubbard • BS Sociology
Nathaniel Lee Huddleston • MS Forensic Sciences
Ashley E. Humphrey • GCRT Human Resource Management
Ashley E. Humphrey • MBA Business Administration
Richard Charles Hutchinson • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Chiemeka Jacinta Iheonu • MPH Public Health
Peace Olanrewaju Ishola • MS Computer Science
Mohammad Rashedul Islam • MS Chemical Engineering
Aundrea Gayle Jackson • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Johnathon Cole Jackson • MS Health Care Administration
Shariah Michelle James • MS Health and Human Performance
Brendan L. Jameson • BEN Architectural Engineering
John Bruce Jarboe III • MBA Business Administration
Sarah Naomi Kearns • MAG General Agriculture
Jared Ryan King • MS Health Care Administration
Sam Thomas Kissel • MBA Business Administration
Luciano Gomes Kovalski • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Jennifer Lake • MS Family and Community Services
Griffin Stone Lamb • BSBA Management
Dawn D'Ann Toppah Landon • MS Global Health
Macy Susan Lane • BSBA Marketing
Rhianna D. Langwell • BUS University Studies
Maxwell Allen Lassman • BSBA Marketing
Elizabeth Marie Long • MS Environmental Engineering
Eugenio Lopez-Chacarra Coto • BUS University Studies
Laura Catherine Lundberg • MS Health Care Administration
Jessica Jala Malan • GCRT Forensic Psychology
Michael Scott Mannino • MS Forensic Sciences
Nicholas William Mason • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Renee Leann Mauldin • BUS University Studies
Garth Thomas McDermott • MBA Business Administration
Corey James McGregor • BUS University Studies
Antonio Michael Melchor • MS Accounting
Sherman D. Merchant • MS Mass Communications
Alyssa Rose Miller • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Colin P. Miller • MS Health and Human Performance
Brogan Dora Monroe • BSBA Management Information Systems
Madelyn Moore • BA American Sign Language Studies
Jeffrey Alan Moseley • BUS University Studies
Shannon Rae Mott • BUS University Studies
Michaela Dawn Myers • GCRT Special Education
Aditya Nayak • MS Civil Engineering
Audrey Anna Nelson • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Tina Renee Newton • GCRT Comparative and International Education
Michelle Lynn Noggle • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Ethan James Norman • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Greyson Tyler Opp • BSBA Management
Shiryu Oyo • BUS University Studies
Cullen Lee Parker • MS Family Financial Planning
Nicholas Patrick Parnell • MBA Business Administration
Margaret Mae Patterson • BSBA Management
Nagabhargav Pavuluri • MS Management Information Systems
Kelly Doris Perkins • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Deva Darshita Pillai • MS Management Information Systems
Shanmugam Puvanendran • PHD Chemistry
Wuyang Qian • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Shawn Kirtus Ray • BS Physics
Anthony Paul Renwand • GCRT Engineering and Technology Management
Jacob Scott Resendez • MBA Business Administration
Shelby Leigh Richardson • MBA Business Administration
Cassidy Ann Riddles • BS Biology
Reagan John Riedinger • BS Health Education and Promotion
Caleb Scott Robb • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Tanesha Johana Ross • PHD Education
Kaylee Marie Rumbaugh • MS Food Science
Jacob Edward Rutan • BSBA Management
Victor Manuel Salgado Sandoval • GCRT Business
Victor Manuel Salgado Sandoval • MBA Business Administration
Taraksh B. Salpadoru • PHD Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Savannah Dawn Savage • BSAG Animal Science
Christin Schuler • GCRT Human Resource Management
Cristine Nicole Segui-Harris • BA American Studies
Mitchell J. Seiter • BSBA Accounting
John Shalekbriski • MBA Business Administration
Mickala Lynn Sharp • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Michael Austin Shea • DHCA Health Care Administration
Christopher Robert William Sheach • GCRT International Disaster and Emergency Management
Zhaoyu Shen • BSAG Agribusiness
Thomas Michael Shockley • MS Forensic Sciences
Ethan Stanley Sizemore • BSBA Management
Katelyn Elizabeth Snell • BS Sociology
Andrew Marco Speltz • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Heath Michael Spencer • MS Health Care Administration
Tyrone Spratt, Jr. • MS Health Care Administration
Daniel Paul Stanford, Jr. • BSBA Accounting
Sarah Melinda Stinnett • MS Accounting
Yitong Su • BSAG Agribusiness
Samuel Aaron Summers • BA History
Angela La-Nette Surratt • DHCA Health Care Administration
Daisy Lili Tarr • BS Psychology
David Tebbett • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Zachary Ryan Thomas • MS Accounting
Denise Michele Thompson • PHD Integrative Biology
Mary Kathleen Elise Thurston • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Sai Krishna Vadde • MS Management Information Systems
Guolong Wang • PHD Civil Engineering
Zihan Wang • BSAG Agribusiness
Chandler Rhyce Welch • DHCA Health Care Administration
Brandon Cole White • BUS University Studies
Taylor Marie Whitehead • MS Health Care Administration
Dylan Whitewater • BUS University Studies
Barry Dean Whitworth • MPH Public Health
Andrew Jeffrey Wilkie • BS Sociology
Alexandra Nicole Williams • BSAG Animal Science
Jackson Lane Williams • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Amanda Marie Wilson • GCRT Elementary Mathematics Specialist
Stacie Kaye Winner • BSAG Animal Science
Jacob Claude Wood • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Calvin Leon Wynn • MS Biosystems Engineering
Rohan Kumar Yadav • MBA Business Administration
Xue Yang • GCRT Business Analytics and Data Science
Xiafei Ye • BSAG Agribusiness
Star R. Young • DHCA Health Care Administration
Mohamadreza Youssefi Azarfam • PHD Chemistry
The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm. The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer.

The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university’s colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer’s degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron). The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree. In addition to the academic regalia described above, some students wear cords, sashes, ribbons, and other symbols of heritage or achievement in academics, service, and leadership.
Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Gown</th>
<th>Hood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Black Velvet Panels</td>
<td>Blue Velvet Collar and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue Velvet</td>
<td>Light Blue Collar Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet Collar Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Steel Gray Panels</td>
<td>Steel Gray Collar and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>White Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Whether you’re a new graduate or a proud family member, the OSU Alumni Association’s Orange Connection app has great resources for celebrating this momentous occasion! Download it now at okla.st/app or by scanning the QR code.

Genesee Photo Systems is the official photographer of the Oklahoma State University Commencement ceremonies. Graduates and guests may view today’s graduation photos at www.genesephoto.com or by scanning the QR code.
Oklahoma State University, in compliance with Title VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order 11246 as amended, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Higher Education Act), the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and other federal and state laws and regulations, does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, genetic information, sex, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, disability, or status as a veteran, in any of its policies, practices or procedures. This provision includes, but is not limited to admissions, employment, financial aid, and educational services. The Director of Equal Opportunity, 408 Whitehurst, OSU, Stillwater, OK 74078-1035; Phone 405-744-5371; email: eeo@okstate.edu has been designated to handle inquiries regarding non-discrimination policies. Any person (student, faculty, or staff) who believes that discriminatory practices have been engaged in based on gender may discuss his or her concerns and file informal or formal complaints of possible violations of Title IX with OSU's Title IX Coordinator 405-744-9154.
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